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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the results of the application 
of circle polynomials to two main processes involving the use of the 
scalar diffraction integral over a circular region.
The choice of a preferred description of the far-field radiation 
pattern from a circular aperture antenna, is shown to give rise to 
the use of circle polynomials in the description of the aperture radial 
amplitude function . A duality then exists whereby both functions 
are described by series with essentially the same coefficients. This 
enables the two processes, of analysing the patterns from prescribed 
aperture distributions and of synthesising prescribed patterns and 
determining the required aperture distribution, to be developed from 
the same mathematical procedure.
Several examples, drawn from practical antenna studies, are used 
to illustrate the analytical method and the radiation patterns are 
given in closed form. The reverse process turns out to be very limited 
in the possible range of antenna patterns that can be synthesised.
This is due to the natural limitations of radiation pattern shaping 
by amplitude methods alone and agrees with the limitations of the 
mathematical process.
The most advantageous distributions found by this method have 
discontinuous amplitude steps. Final work is therefore done on patterns 
constructed from stepped aperture distributions such as would occur 
naturally in an antenna constructed of an array of rings or zones.
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INTRODUCTION
The radiation patterns from large circular aperture antennas 
can be obtained with very close approximation from the scalar 
diffraction integral of Kirchhoff. The terra large in this context 
implies an aperture diameter of many wavelengths, nominally, in most 
cases, in excess of ten.
A considerable body of work exists that analyses radiation from 
large reflectors in more exact terms than is given by the scalar 
integrals They, in general, give the result that, with iticreasing 
aperture dimension or decreasing wavelength the scalar solution is an 
adequate practical approximation to the real antenna situation, and is 
sufficiently exact for most design and study purposes. Furthermore 
this approximation, although deteriorating as the aperture dimension 
decreases, still remains the best first approximation for antennas of 
much smaller size such as horns with apertures of only a few wavelengths 
diameter. In such cases the scalar integral can be used with advantage 
to determine comparative effects between antennas of similar size.
This study is concerned with two main processes involving the use 
of the scalar diffraction integral. These are first the analytical^  
in which the aperture illumination distribution is specified in 
amplitude and phase for certain given situations, and the far field 
radiation pattern derived in closed form, allowing variation of various 
design parameters and their effects to be evaluated. There follows the 
synthetica l, whereby the techniques developed for the analytical 
procedure can be used in reverse and the aperture amplitude distribution, 
required for a specified far-field pattern, derived. The object of 
the process is to determine an analytical procedure that can be 
successfully used in reverse.
Early analytical procedures were confined mainly to amplitude 
distributions differing from uniform, which were easily integrable as 
the integrand of the standard form of the scalar integral. These were 
for circularly symmetric radial distributions of the form f(r) = (1 - r2)n 
which integrate by the finite Hankel transform to patterns proportional
n+i
to the Bessel function forms ^ or notation used throughout
see p.l32),n being an integer. Superposition of such patterns, and 
other methods, gave a sufficiency of radiation patterns from which a 
fairly adequate appreciation of the causes and effects of aperture 
distribution changes could be made, thus making a heuristic synthesis 
procedure possible.
The inadequacy of the Lambda functions for a more rigorous 
synthesis procedure is twofold. They are in the first instance non- 
orthogonal as are the aperture functions which give rise to them.
Secondly as can be appreciated from the general nature of Bessel 
functions, the subsequent division by any power of the variable u 
greater than unity* so completely reduces the value of the function as 
to give it little value as a control mechanism outside the range of 
small u values. Since for most patterns the main radiation occurs for 
values of u less than 4, little beam shaping can be done with these 
functions outside the main lobe.
In a paper presented at the McGill Symposium on Microwave Optics 
in 1959, it was observed that a much greater variety of radiation 
pattern shapes could be obtained if the pattern building terms were 
of the form Jn(u)/u, where for symmetry reasons n has to be an odd 
integer. This was stated empirically and given without proof, but 
follows logically from the consideration above regarding the overpowering 
effect of un in the denominator.
The problem becomes one of finding an appropriately simple 
correlation between far field patterns of this type and an aperture 
distribution. The appropriate amplitude description in the aperture 
is found to be a representation W  terms of the circle polynomials of 
Zeraike, Furthermore not only do the far field functions now have a 
measure of orthogonality, but the aperture functions too are orthogonal 
over a finite circle. It is shown in the first chapter that other 
phase symmetries and in particular the half-aperture discontinuous 
phase distribution, have a similar compatibility with these polynomials. 
This makes possible the description of anti-symmetric as well as 
symmetric patterns by the same analysis.
The second chapter demonstrates the applications of this analysis 
to specific aperture antenna Studies and derives their solution in 
closed form for non uniform amplitude distributions of the (1 - r2)n 
series which are used for illustration purposes. Among the problems 
illustrated are the shadowing effects of feed mounting structures in 
a large paraboloid antenna, the effects of hollow dielectric cones 
placed in the antenna near-field, analysis of cross-polarization and 
other studies*
Very little has been published dealing with the synthesis of 
patterns from the circular aperture as opposed to the vast amount dealing 
with the linear aperture. Reasons for this are manifest but are mainly 
that the latter can be obtained from a linear Fourier transform.
Chapter three discusses the methods whereby far-field patterns
of the Jn(u)/u type and their associated aperture distributions, the
circle polynomials, can be used in a synthesis procedure. Series with
terms of this type J (u)/u are known as Neumann series and methods aren
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available whereby a general well-behaved function can be described 
by such a series, subject to certain conditions. If the series can 
be so determined to specify the far field radiation pattern then the 
coefficients of the terms give directly the aperture illumination 
distribution. Two main methods are discussed, one using the orthogonal­
ity property of the functions, the Webb-Kapteyn method, and the second 
applicable to functions which have a Maclaurin series expansion. Strict 
conditions govern the possible functions which can be synthesised by 
the Webb-Kapteyn method and very few functions are known to which it 
can be applied. The criteria for permissible functions is found to 
be closely allied to the choice of functions with a physically realiz­
able aperture distribution. The second method is more general but 
requires that each function synthesised is done on a hit or miss basis. 
In general it is found that the synthesis of patterns from an aperture 
with a continuous in-phase distribution is extremely limited* This is 
even more pronounced when attempts are made to produce asymmetrical 
distributions by the introduction of a diametral or cyclic phase 
discontinuity. However in the course of this process the fact that 
distributions with radial discontinuities are more likely to be 
successful, in the shaping of a far-field pattern, becomes apparent.
The final chapter therefore deals with the synthesis of radiation 
patterns from an aperture divided into zones by discontinuities in the 
radial amplitude distribution.
Various methods for dividing the region into zones are given, 
most of which are suitable for antennas whose aperture distribution is 
constructed from the higher order modes of a circular waveguide. For 
much larger antennas the practical case would be the aperture divided 
into rings of discrete elements.
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The far-field patterns now become finite series of various kinds 
the coefficients of which directly relate to the zone amplitudes; and, 
in the non symmetrical case, zone phases.
Since all the series concerned are approximations to infinite 
series, their coefficients can be obtained by well known analytical 
procedures generally of the Fourier series kind. Phase variations 
applied to the individual zones give generalizations of these series 
which can still be treated by similar means. These make non symmetri­
cal patterns possible. A further analysis gives the synthesis of the 
fundamental patterns needed to build a radiation pattern from the 
components of its Fourier series description.
An Addendum is included which gives the appropriate transformation 
Which allows the elliptical aperture to be treated by the same scalar 
integral and hence by all of the foregoing study.
The appendices give most of the standard functional relations 
used in the analysis, some additional properties of the circle poly­
nomials and integrals involving them, properties of an asymmetric 
function associated with the Anger-Weber function and tables of this 
function together with tables of a form of Bessel function which has 
been found to be of use in the empirical description of shaped patterns.
The references relevant to each chapter are given at the end of 
that chapter with the exception of the following which are so extensively 
used throughout that continuous repetition in the end of chapter list 
would become tedious. They are therefore given page references where 
appropriate. That is all references to ”The Theory of Bessel Functions” 
by G.N; Watson, Cambridge University Press, 1 9 m  are given as (Watson p. ) 
and to "Tables of Integral Transforms” by Erdelyi, Magnus, Oberhettinger 
and Tricomi McGraw Hill, 1954 as (Erdelyi p. ).
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CHAPTER 1
Radiation Pattern Analysis
1*1» the Scalar Integral
For a circularly symmetrical aperture distribution the scalar 
integral of Appendix A (equation A2) reduces to the form
g(u) =
ignoring multiplicative constants and the harmonic time factor e^
In 1.1. u is a normalized variable
u = D sin 0/A 1.2.
where D is the diameter of the aperture,
6 the far field polar angle with respect to an axis through the centre 
of the aperture normal to its (plane) surface, and r a normalized radial 
variable.
We consider in Appendix A, the more general amplitude distributions 
= IffzOle1® ^ ' ’10' 1.3.
where f(r) is the circularly symmetric amplitude distribution, and 
the phase factor $(<f>’,r) is a function of the aperture co-ordinates.
It is assumed that the same approximations can be used in the 
scalar integral with this description of f(r,<j>f) as was used in 
deriving equation 1.1.
This assumption is valid only through the experimental confirmation of
•1
f(r)JQ(ur)rdr 1.1.
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the results achieved in the study of many problems involving phase 
discontinuities or other rapidly changing forms of the function f .
No progress could in fact be made in the analysis and synthesis of 
radiation patterns without such an assumption as otherwise only fairly 
simple smooth radiation patterns could be obtained from equation 1.1.
1.2. Hankel Transforms of Zero Order
The simplest radial amplitude functions for which the circularly 
symmetrical scalar Kirchhoff integral is integrable, are the quadratic 
polynomials (l-r2)n or variants of them which can be obtained by 
binomial expansions, such as (l-kr2)n or (1+kr2) n , n not necessarily 
integer. These functions have many drawbacks to their use, although 
they can cover nearly all amplitude distributions likely to arise 
in a practical, simple, circular aperture antenna. A general even 
polynomial in the variable r of any order can be expanded as a series 
of these functions simply by equating coefficients. They are however 
only simply integrable with the zero order transforms, and they are 
non-orthogonal, which makes them non-applicable to the essential 
problem of s3mthesis. Applying an orthogonalization process to them 
leads to great algebraic complications after only a few terms. The 
far-field radiation pattern which each component of the form (l-r2)n
• W u)
gives rise to, has the form — —  . These Lambda functions also
u11
have no orthogonality property. Radiation patterns given by a super­
position of functions of this kind allow little possibility for control 
in the region of medium or large u, say u > 5, because of the deciding 
factor u“ n^+1  ^and the general nature of Bessel functions themselves. 
If, as for the synthesis problem in particular, control in this region 
needs to be excercised, this reduction effect has to be minimised.
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It was postulated [McCormick 1959] that patterns of the kind Jn(u)/u 
showed greater adaptability in this respect. Furthermore these 
functions do have a measure of orthogonality which makes them applic­
able to the synthesis process.
We require therefore the fundamental aperture distributions which 
will create these patterns in the far radiation field.
That is we require
f
l CO J  ( u )
 ^f(r)rJQ(ur)dr = J a2s+l^’X^
since for circular symmetry only the odd value Bessel functions apply. 
In the subsequent analysis a generalization of this description will 
be required.
We therefore consider the series
, . " (a) J2s+l(au) _ ( n s
g ~ Ln a2s+l au 9 2S+1 ~ 2s+ls=0
Taking the Laplace transform with respect to u
f1 «*<»><* a I  a2stl( /^ ~ P 2~pj2S+I
2s+.20 /p2+ r2 s=0 (2s+l)a
Putting /a2+ p2- p = /v* , p = a-~ ■ —
2/7
and /a2+ p2+ p = £—
/v
Then
rf(r)dr*2/v _ j  a(a) vs 2 
0 /alf-2a2v+v2+4vr2 s=0 2s+^ (2s+l)a^s+^
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The denominator of the integrand is the generating function for 
Legendre polynomials that is
r 412 /
V _ 2v
U2J a2
i - + 1•I  " V  f p (l - adj U |
' s=0 s '> a2 ' '‘a2"'
'•a2'
Hence comparing coefficients of
1 „ {. 2r2
a2s+l = 2(2s+1) J0 Ps 1 - f(r)rdr . 1.5.
c ^2s+lFor the original series g(u) = £ «2s+1---    we get putting a
s=0
= 1,
in eqn. 1.5.
a2s+l = 2^2s+1^ Pg(l - 2r2)f(r)rdr 1.6.
P (1 - 2r2) defines a circle polynomial of Zemike (Appendix B) s
Vsa  - 2r2) = (-l)s R°s (r)
Hence with a = 1 we have the direct relationship between the aperture 
amplitude function f(r) and the far field radiation pattern g(u) as 
series with the same coefficients namely
f(r) = F (-1) «2s+l R2s ^
s=0
? (1) J2s+l(u)
s(u) = I a2s+i — —s=0
1.7.
a2s+l = (‘1)S 2(2S+1) f(r) R2g (r)rdr
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When a < 1
(a) _ /• i \S 2«C2st])
2s+l - 2s r
3 P (1 - 2r,2)f(ar’)r’drl 1.8.
0 S
J2s+l^aU^where r 1 = —  and these coefficients give the patterns ---------  .
J2s+l(au) ^
Hence as would be expected the scaled patterns ----------are derivedau
from a reduced aperture with the same ratio a:l. The amplitude 
distributions f(r) with the coefficients given by eqn, 1.8, are in 
fact discontinuous at the value r = a.
An important transformation arises from the properties of the 
circle polynomials, that they are alternately odd and even functions 
of the variable (1 - 2r2).
The transformation r /l - r2 gives (1 - 2r2) (2r2- 1)
then if
JL -(u)
f f(r)J0(ur)rdr . \  a£> - ^ * 1
J 0 «=ns 0
we have
• 1 co J  (u)
Jo f ( / r r 7 2)J0( u / r r P )  rdr = °2s+l ---
Jo-.-.Cu)
Jo f(/l - r2)J0(ur)rdr = J q(-1)S 
J f(r)J0(u/l - r‘)rdr = | (-l)s -^ ± i
1.9.
s=0
and the equivalent with a scale factor a inserted.
The circle polynomials have the further property that
R2S(°) = (-1)S and r£s(1) = 1 • 1*10*
Hence in 1.7
« o ) =  I 4 l h
s=0
and
«i) = I ( - i f
s=0
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These relations form a convenient measure of the uniform continuity 
of the series for f(r) when derived analytically.
1.2. Higher Order Transforms [Combleet 1963]
For the Hankel transform of order p that is
g(u) = f(r)J (ur)rdr 1.11.
0 p
the substitution
f(r) = I  amRP (r)m tn
is used where (m - p) is an even integer and m - p > 0
then
1
a * 2(m+l) m f(r)R^ (r)rdr o m
and
g(u) = I  am(-l)(m-p)/2
m=p
(r) are related to the Jacobi polynomials as shown in Appendix B, 
where the above relations are derived from the transformation properties 
of these polynomials.
The relations given in 1.9 do not hold for the higher order 
transforms.
1.3. The Lommel Transform
In general phase modes in the angular aperture variable <f>f can 
be expanded into a series of terms each with its appropriate order of 
Hankel transform. This property is utilised several times in the 
analysis of antenna patterns applied to particular problems.
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In a wide class of applications of interest the aperture illumination 
function possesses internal lines of discontinuity. The previous 
methods still apply but result in the need to take a large number of 
terms of the final series in the analytical procedure, and to 
solve a double summation formula in the synthesis case.
Convergence can be recovered if the discontinuity factor is 
incorporated into the kernel of the diffraction integral. For the 
case where the discontinuity is a diameter of the aperture this gives 
rise [Cornbleet 19&3] to the Lommel transform
functions, and is on Anger-Weber function [Watson p. 308], we can 
derive
f(r)fln(ur)rdr
1
1.12
0
Since the ft^ Cur) functions have analogous properties to the J^Cur)
am+l(u) 2 cos2(m j)
u + (m+l)iru 9
(m-n), even integer > 0
J0
and J Rm < r ) V ur)rdr = (-I)”72 — (m+l)7ru
Thus 1.7 becomes
m even 1.13.
for zero order transform
and 1.11
a u (m+l)mi 1.14.m
m-p even
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"tilfor the p order transform,
It was shown [Moss 1964] that the Anger-Weber functions are the 
Hilbert transforms of the Bessel functions. This fact can be used to 
demonstrate formally the relationship between equations 1.7 and 1.13 
for example and other transformations of Bessel function series.
Thus if by any method we have the far field pattern g(u) given 
by a series of the kind we have been analysing that is
g(u) = I  a J2S+1(U)
s=0 2s+l u
then
, a including all other constants
1 . 3a  .7
ug<u> = I  a t J (u)
s=0
and taking the Hilbert transform [Erdelyi p.243]
yh(y) + g(y)dy . - I  a2s+1
s=0
but
g(u) = I  a. 
s=0
Wu)
2s+l u
S
CO 60
g(y>dy - f  I <*2s+1
- &> s=0
_ y 2_
~ L  ir a2s+l 2s+l
-  J2sti(y)
0 y
1
dy
s=0
h(y) = - I  a
s=0 2s+l
n2s+l(y) 2-------- T
y
*
Y2s+l*y*
s=0 2s+l
ir(2s+l)y 
(Appendix C) 1.14.
[The minus sign is the result of the definition of the Hilbert trans­
form, or in physical terms the definition of advanced or retarded phase].
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The functions h(y) are essentially odd, thus any method which 
can synthesise a function g(u) which is the Hilbert transform of a 
required odd function h(y), will automatically give the synthesis of 
the odd function also.
The illustration has in fact depended on the reversal of the 
summation and integration processes. With this assumption applied we 
can transform in a similar way the standard form for the quadratic 
polynomials as follows.
Thus since
1 „ 2V j v,.1(u >
(l - r2) JQ(ur)rdr =- «— -----  (Appendix A) 1.15.
0 u11
taking the Hilbert transform with respect to u gives
1 2nn!H (u)
(1 - r2)nH (ur)rdr = ----— -----  [Erdelyi p.160 No. 12]
1.16.
0 n+10 u
where H^(x) are the Struve functions (Appendix A)
Since Hq (x ) = - we ^ave ‘t^ ie Lommel transform
1 9 -2nn!H ,n(u)
(1 - r2) !50(ur)rdr = ----— r-----
0 u
The Hilbert transformation it must be noted is only valid in this 
case, since the function on the right of eqn. 1.15 is even.
14a -
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CHAPTER 2
Application to Circular Aperture Antennas
The circle polynomial expansion can be applied to several 
problems in Antenna analysis to give results in the closed form of 
equation 1.4. Such problems are normally dealt with by computation 
using a grid over the circular aperture by which the scalar integral 
can be evaluated directly. This procedure again is not simply 
applicable to non-uniform amplitude distributions and hence to the 
synthesis problem. The successful application and simple computational 
procedure of thes circle polynomial method is illustrated by the 
examples given below.
2.1. Radiation Patterns of Circular Apertures with Structural
Shadows. [Cornbleet 1970a]
The construction of large-aperture antennas requires a supporting 
structure for mounting the feed or primary reflector at, or near, the 
focal position of a paraboloidal reflector. Since they are of large 
dimension with respect to the wavelength of operation, both the primary 
reflector or feed and the mounting can, in the first approximation, be 
thought of as casting well defined shadows onto the secondary reflector. 
Although the effect of these shadows on the gain of the system has been 
estimated, the effect on the radiation pattern, and particularly on the 
side-lobe structure, is not known.
The method is applied to the determination of the radiation 
patterns of a circular aperture with either three or four symmetrically
- 16 -
placed shadow regions enclosed by radii and a circle concentric with 
the aperture, with or without a central blockage. The method is general 
for all forms of illumination taper and is given in closed form for 
uniform illumination and simple quadratic taper.
Fig. 2.1 shows a selection of shadowed circular apertures which 
approximate to the conditions which could arise from mounting structures 
from the paraboloid surface to feeds or primary reflectors at, or near, 
the focus. Although this is normally a ’square* arrangement, as in 
Fig. 2.1c, the analysis allows the generalisation to the ’rectangular* 
and tripod configurationsi The inclusion of a central concentric shadow 
is of an elementary nature, and the fundamental problem consists of 
determining the radiation patterns of the apertures illustrated in 
Figs. 2.2 and 2.6.
2.1.1. Aperture with four Shadows
Four shadows are required, as shown in Fig. 2.2, with axial 
symmetry in the lines * = 0 and 4s * = ir/2 • These are contained within 
the four regions
ib <(b1 < ~  - ib
IT + tj <<$>*< —  ifj
r Y 2 2
“ITq . + ^<<p*< - ipi
with D < r < 1.
aFIG. 2.1. APERTURE BLOCKAGE SHADOWS,
FIG 2 .2:
P A R A M E T E R S  FOR ^RECTANGULAR^SHADOWS
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For the aperture in Fig. 2.2, the scalar Kirchoff integral becomes 
D
g(u,$) = 2tr I f(r)JQ(ur)rdr + 1 ^  X2 2.1
o
where I = f 1 f f(r)e^ur cos^ “^ r^drd<f>’ 
1 '-ijyD
f ^ 1 I' f(r)ejur 008(+“*,>rdrd*« 
'ir-^ ,'D
and I = f  f(r)ejur O08(*-*,)rdrd*'
2 Jir/2- ^  'D2
3tt/2+i/>2 fl
3tt/2~^2
f(r)ejur coS($-^)rdrdV 
D
and a multiplication constant and time factor have been ignored.
Plane <f> = 0
The angular integrals in eqn. 2.1 are shown in pairs. By suitable 
substitutions, each pair reduces to similar forms. Thus, with <{> = 0, the 
plane parallel to f  = 0
f 1 f(r)ejur 003 * V  = 2 f 1 f(r)ejur 003 $V  2.2
0
and
r ^ 1 f(r)ejur COS * V  = 2 f 1 f<r)e"jUr C°3 * V  
Jtt -lb. '0'*1
and thus the sum gives
1 = 41 1 f(r) cos (ur cos <J>!)d<J>f 2.3
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A similar method of substitution gives
f(r) cos (ur sin <^> *)d.4>f
Thus, for the plane <p - 0, eqn. 2.1 now becomes
f Dg(u,0) = 2tt J f(r)J0(ur)rdr
[’«'> If'JD Mo cos (ur cos <f>') + cos (ur sin <J>’ '0
For the evaluation of eqn. 2.4 we require the five integrals
fD f1
a(Du) = f(r)JQ(ur)rdr = D2 f(Dr)JQ(uDr)rdr
J n j n
f 1b(ij>.,u) = I f(r) cos (ur cos <J>* )rdrd<J>f
' o h
f f™l
c(^l9Du) = f(r) cos (ur cos <f> * )rdrd(f>r
0 * o 
f 1 f ^ l
c(x^ _ ,Du) = D2 j f(Dr) cos (uDr cos ^^rdrd^*
J 0 * 0
f 1 f^2
dC’/' 9u> = f(r) cos (ur sin $ * Jrdrdifr1
2 in
e ($ c f wZ„Du) = f(r) cos (ur sin <f>f )rdrd$1
h  h
= D2 [ f(dr) cos (uDr sin <p1 )rdrd<J>1 
'0
rdrd^*
.4
The integral a(Du) can be obtained for any general function f(Dr) by 
the use of the circle polynomials as given below.
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The remaining integrations can be put into a form which can make 
use of the same method in its more general form by using the Jacobi 
expansion of the integrand.
Substituting
00
cos(ur cos $*) = J (ur) + 2 T (-1) J0 (ur)cos 2n4>' 
0 n 2nn=l
and
00
cos(ur sin <{>*) = J (ur) + 2 T J. (ur)cos 2n<f>! 2.6o 2nn=l
and, integrating over the angular co-ordinate, we obtain
II ] 00 sin 2nipf(r) \^xJ0(ur) + 2 I (-l)n  2n '
0(1)1,,Du) = D2b(t|ij,Du) with f(Dr) 2.7
00 sin 2nip,
,u) = f f(r) 1 
J n V o (ur) + 2 k  2n " 2 J2u(ur)n=l
* rdr
e(r{>2,Du) = D2d(\^ 2,u) with f(Dr) 2.8
where bCifj^u) and d(^2,u) can be seen to have the same form except for 
the coefficient (-l)n .
Thus all the integrals can be evaluated in terms of the finite 
Hankel transform of any even order: The method of chapter 1.2 for the
higher order transforms can be used.
Thus for any n > 0,
f(r)J2n(ur)rdr = J pg 2n( - l f 2' n 2>g
s,even > 2n u
’* „ /of(Dr)J2n(uDr)rdr = I %,2n(~lf ~
0 s,even > 2n 5 Du
2.10
where
PS,2n= 2(s+1) f(r)R2n(r)rdr's 2.11
and
q 0 = 2(s+l) ,2n f(Dr)R^n(r)rdrs 2.12
The final result of substitution back into eqns. 2.4 and 2.5 
gives the radiation pattern
g(u,0) = 2itD2 J s/2 J(s+l)(Du)Du + 4{(b) - (c) + (d) - (e)}
where
Milieu) = I  PSj0(-l)s/2 J(s+l)(u)u
sinjn^ ,,8/2-n ?istl)(u).
L Pr '+ 2  I  (-1)"a 2n " _ *s,2nn=l s > 2n * u
C(^,DU) = D2* I  qSt0(-1)S/2 ^ ± ± 2 ^  
s 9
00 sin 2n^, /0 J , ,n\(Du)
+ 2D2 I  (-1)" — ^ ---  I q_ 0.(-l)S/2-n2n " 0 us,2nn=l s £ 2n 9 Du
Plane <j> = tt/2
From the simple symmetry of the problem, the pattern for the 
plane at right angles to that discussed in the previous Section can be 
obtained by the transposition i|»j in eqn. 2.13.
Plane = tt/4, ^  = ip
For the square arrangement, the angles and ip become equal, and 
the second plane of interest in the far field is the symmetry plane 
<J> = tt/4.
The substitutions used in eqns. 2.2 and 2.3 have to be modified, 
but the technique is identical and gives rise to the integrals
1(*
r 1 rW  
,u) = j J f(r) cos 1
and
0 Jo 
■D r 2iff
I*ur cos r- + <p' -
m(^,Du) = | j  f(r) cos ^ ur cos|~-+ <J>? - ip
■I*
rdrd<f> *
rdrd$1
2.14
2.15
Jacobi expansion and integration give
l(lM) a f(r)JQ(ur)rdr
ftfr) I <-l)n. 
J0 , n=l
lJ2n(ur) cos —  sin 2n^rdr
m(^,Du) = 2D2i/> f(Dr)J0(uDr)rdr
+ D“ f(Dr) I  (-l)nJ9n(uDr) ~  cos sin 2n^rdr 2.16 
0 n=l
In terms of the circle polynomials, using p 0 and q 0 as defineds, zn s , zn
previously in eqns. 2.11 and 2.12,
- 2*+ -
l(^su) = 2i|> I  p n(-l) 
s s’°
s/2 J(S+1)(U)
u
+ I <-Dn f  cos ^  sin 2n* I p fc(-l)
n=l s £ 2n *
00
s/2-n J(s+l)(u)
u
cos y  sin 2nty I  qg 2n(~1) 
s ^ 2n 9
Du
Thus
s/2 J(s+l)(Du) + 4{(1) - (m)} 2.17
Central Blockage
In all the examples given above, the patterns result from the 
configuration shown in Fig.2.2, which has an illuminated central region.
This region is described by the integral a(Du) of eqn. 2*5, and is the 
first term in all the subsequent total solutions.
Thus, if the form of shadowing is such that the central concentric 
area is obscured and the four radial regions emanate from it (as in 
Fig. 2.1c), the radiation patterns required are identical to those given 
above, with the exclusion of the first term and with D the (fractional) 
radius of the central blockage.
In the event of a negligibly small central blockage (as in Fig. 2.Id), 
D ■* 0, and the nature of the series solution obtained here is such that 
this factor outweighs the behaviour of the Bessel-function terms, and 
consequently all series prefixed by the factor D2 tend to zero. Thus, 
for example, g(u,0) of eqn. 2.13 will now contain terms (b) and (d) 
only.
2.1.2. Amplitude Distribution
Uniform Illumination 
With f(r) = f(Dr) = 1 in eqns. 2.11 and 2.12, we have
ps,2n = ^s,2n = 2(s + X)
R2n( r ) rd r
> s
These are given in the coefficient tables {Appendix B].
Substitution of these values into the series gives the term b(ij>19u) 
of eqn. 13
J, (u)- +
u
7 Jy(u)
12 " " . 1'u
f
sin
"2 1
11
Jn Cu)]
15 u  J
11 J (u) 3 11 <
10 U  ]
*
sin 10^1
- sin 2^^ 
9 J9(U) .
%  J3(U) , 5 J5(U) 
2 u 6 u
11 Jil(u) |
20 u ‘ 30 u |
J5(u) 7 j?(u) g J9(u)
u ' 6
sin 6^
u ’ 10 u 
7 J7 ^  27 J6 U^^
3
sin 8if>
4 u 1 20 u
b
9 J9(U) , 22 JU (U)...... ^ .
5 u 15 u
11 J l l (u)
6 u 2.18
Since the coefficients q 0 are the same as p 0 in this equation,s 9 zn s 9 zti
we have
term cC^jDu) » Dzb(^ ,Du)
term d(^2,u) = b(i|>2,u) with all terms positive 
term eCi/^gDu) = D2b(^2,Du) with all terms positive
with considerable simplification of the computational procedure.
As can be seen by inspection of eqn. 2.18, the series can be 
simply extended by the arithmetical progressions forming the coefficient 
sequence.
For the pattern g(0, tt/M-) when = i|/, the same coefficients
are used, giving
dx(u)
term l(^,u) = 2i{/ — -—
- sin < 
sin 811>
5 J5(u) 7 + V ! i  + 11 Jn (u)
3 u 6 u 10 u
9 J9(U) 22 Jll(u)
+5 u 11 u
15 u
2.19
and the term m(if>,Du) = D2l(^,Du).
The rule for the selection of the appropriate terms and their 
sign from the series in eqn. 2.18 to give eqn. 2.19 can be seen from 
this example, and it is a general rule for other illuiriination functions 
Thus the patterns in all the planes of interest can be obtained from 
the one series given by eqn. 2.18 for the b($,u) term.
Illumination Taper 1 - r2
For this example, we have
ps,n= 2(3 +
q = 2(s + 1) s ,n
(1 - r2)R^n(r)rdr s
(1 - D2r2)R^n(r)rdr s
as in eqns. 2.11 and 2.12. From the coefficient tables [Appendix B] 
we obtain
£. /
f(r) = 1 - r2
s,2n ls,2n
■0,0
>2,0
>s,0
>2,2
>4,4
'6,2
>6,4
>6,6
>8,2
>8,4
>8,6
>8,8
(s > 2)
1
2 o u o
1
2 q2,0
0 qs,0
1
2 q2,2
5
6 q4,2
5
12 q4,4
7
12 q6,2
49
60 q6,4
7
20 q6,6
9
20 q8,2
3
4 q8,4
3
4 q8,6
3
10 q8,8
1 -
(s > 2)
! - » 2
5_
3 '
_L
12
f D2
7 _ 7D2 
“  6 20
1 - 1  D2 ■4 5 u
JL 
~  20
_9_ J_
10 "  20 D2
27 + 3 d 2 
20 5
- I  D2
Substitution of tiese values gives the series solution eqn. 2.13 
for g(u,0) as follows:
a(Du) = 27tD2
J,(Du) D2 J3(Du)
2 Du f
J (u) J (u)
b(ii> ,u) = ^ J  — ----+ J -— ---
vvl* 7 1 2 u 2 u
+ 2 - sin 2^1 1 J 3(U) 5 J5(U) , 7 J7(U)2 u 6 u 12 u
9 J9(u)l sin inl-j | 5 J5(u) ^  J?(u)
20 u 12 u 60 u
, 3 J9(U>
4 u
sin 6ty,
f
7 J/u) 3 J9(U)1 sin 8 ip . S V 4
3
/
20 u 4 u j + 4
I1” ” JJ
c(t|»iSDu) a D2^  < 
+ 2D2
1 -
- sin 2^.
J (Du) J (Du)
_l  , JCr 3
Du 2 Du
3 J 3(Du)
[I - °2j
L
5 J5(DU) , 7
J?(Du) 9
6 Du 12 Du ' 20
sin
t
f
5 5D2) JS(Du)
2 3 4 J Du
Du
J9(Du) } 
Du j
7 7d ) ^
9 3D2) J9(DU)(_ _ 
[lO ~ 20 J110 20 J Du
27 3D2} J9^Du^
 \6 20J Du
sin 6i|>
f 3D2]
\20 “ 5 J Du
> -
3
sin 81^
(7 7D2}
U+ “ 5 J
J7(Du)
1 [ ! - f j
Du
J9(Du) 
Du"
d(^2,u) is similar to b(^1#u) with *► if>2 and all sine terms positive, 
and e(if>2,Du) is similar to c(ip19Du), with + $z and all sine times 
positive. Then
g(u,0) = (a) + 4{(b) - (c) + (d) - (e)}
The methods for obtaining g(u,ir/2) and g(u,7r/M-) for = i|>2 are the 
same as those for uniform illumination.
Patterns computed from these series are shown, for a representative 
number of examples, in Figs. 2.3-2.5.
Tripod Shadow
The shadow cast by a symmetrical tripod mount with central 
blockage is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
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Plane <f> = 0
The total integral required for the plane $ = 0 is
g(
'D
ftt/2+x f 7tt/6+x f-tf/6+x) • i.r 1 A 1 A 3ur cos 4>fl 1  (7t (u,Q) = ] f(r) J +1 +1
*'tt/2~x ,'7ir/6-x <'-ir/6-x,,
eJ d^’rdr
2.20
The first of these is as given by eqn 2.2; i.e.
j ^jur cos  ^ = 2 j Cos (ur sin f)d<>*
ir/2~x J 0
For the remaining two, the Jacobi expansion
ejur cos 4> j^(ur) + 2 £ (-l)nJ2n(ur) cos 2n<j>*
n=l
00
+ 2j I  (-l)nJ^  2n+l) ^ ur  ^ cos ^2n + 1^ ’ 2,21
is required*
Integrating we find that
r 7ir/6+x pir/6+x 2 4n?r
1 + j cos 2n<{>,d<f>f = (-1) ~  sin 2nx cos — 2.22
' 7tt/6“X 1
and
I
77r/6~x ;~tt/6-x
Thus the imaginary series in eqn. 2.21 is zero.
r7Tr/6+x f“^/6+x
+ cos (2n + l)$'d$* = 0 2.23
ilir/fi-v J.
Substituting the Jacobi expansions, collecting terms and 
integrating gives
71T
7TT
7# + X  - : f - X
F IG  2.6.
PARAMETERS FOR TR IPO D  SHADOWS,
-  oo -
g(u,0) = f f(r)| 6xJ(
h  |
(ur) + 2 I  J. (ur)
= 6X I (-DS/2P
s
. 2n n=l
1 + 2  cos 4mr sin 2nx j n I
J
rdr
s/2 (s+1)
s,0 u
+ 2 I
n=l
1 + 2  cos 4n?r sin 2nx y ✓ .sS/2-n ^(s+l)^u^n £ _ ps,n us £ 2n
- rn5.. V , i1 S/2n J (S+1)(DU)X I (-D qs>0 ^ ----
CO ,
1 ] nil1
+ 2D2 I ]l + 2 cos sin 2nx y / .vS/2-n J(s+l)^Du  ^tTl ** -<3 T-l Tin
n s > 2n ls,n Du 
2.24
■with s,p_ and a defined previously.
S S
Plane tf> = tt/2
it .The substitution 4> = -j into the original Kirchhoff integral results
"1UI* SUH d) ^in angular integration of eJ , for which the Jacobi expansion is
ijur sin $ = J (ur) + 2  £ J2n(ur) cos 2n<f>
n=l
+ 2j I J(2n+l)^Ur  ^Sin ^2n + 1^ f 2.25
The integration, over the appropriate angular range, of the
Tripod Illumination Coefficients,Plane <J> = tt/2, ty
f(r) = (1-D2r2)
4* 4 4D2 4- 36
*1,1 3 5 5,3 35
8 8D2 16
*3,1 ” 15* 35 t7,3 21
12 4D2 12
*5,1 35 " 105 t5,5 7
4- 16 16D2 4. 80
7,1 “ 63 1155 *7,5 “ 63
8 8D2 4* 16
3,3 5 7 7,7 9 11
sin (2n + l)^1 terms is now no longer zero, giving the eventual 
requirement for the radial integrals
D2 f(Dr)J(2n+1)(uDr)rdr
For these, the circle polynomial expansion is still valid, giving
J f(Dr)J(2n+1)(uDr)rdr
(v-2n-l)/2 J(v+l)(u)
v,odd £ (2n+l)
I  t o   2.26L v,2n+l u
where
tv,2n+l = 2(v + 1) f(Dr)R*n+1(r)rdr 2.27
(v is an odd positive integer).
The values of these coefficients for uniform and (1 - r2) tapered 
illumination, can be obtained by application of the table of coefficients 
(Appendix B) and for eqn. 2.27 are as shown on the previous page.
We therefore have
g
(1 ( (1T/2+X (7tt/6+x (-‘fr/e+X)
k  f  =
I J J f\ I J - r r / 2 - x w7r/6-x -^ir/6-x
ejur sin
= f f(r) 
'D
6XJ0(ur) + 2 I J2n(ur) S 2^ 2X (-!)" 
n=l
(-1) + 2 cos
(-1) + 2 cos
4mr
n=0
(2n+l)2ir
rdr 2.28
where the radial integrations are carried out using eqns. 2.26 and 2.27
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for the odd series and eqns. 2.9-2.12 for the even series, as before. 
Patterns calculated from this series are given in Figs. 2.7 and
2.8.
2*2. Aperture with Linear Radial Phase Variation [Cornbleet 1970b]
The optical axicon, first described in 195H [Me Leod 195*f] con­
sists in its simplest form of a cone forming a continuous straight 
line of images from a point source. This line of images has been used 
to align and control instruments with great precision over considerable 
distances. It follows that such an image must have a considerably 
narrower angular width than the usual diffracted pattern to be 
effective. The question arises whether this superdirective effect can 
be equally effective for control purposes at microwave frequencies.
A simplified theory is used where the axicon is considered only 
as a phase-insertion device in the near field of an aperture antenna;
A secondary aperture is created with the same amplitude distribution as 
the original, but with a phase modification caused by the axicon. 
Internal reflections and aperture-axicon interaction have been ignored.
Fig. 2.9 shows the trajectory of a typical ray PQN originally 
parallel to the axis of the cone and refracted at Q. Ignoring internal 
reflections, the phase of the ray is given by
0‘jr
$ = t—  (uPQ + QN) + constant 2.29
A0
where u is the refractive index of the material of the cone.
DIELECTRIC CONE. 
REFRACTIVE INDEX.ja
RADIUS
oc
FIG. 2 .9 .
MICROWAVE AXICON
With Snell’s law of refraction at Q,
yPQ + QN - yt >t.jptan a + cos a/Q-y^sin^al + ysin2ar
= yt + b 'p  ’ €>&*"£} 2.30
where b* is defined by eqn. 2.29 and is a constant for any given cone. 
The phase thus has a linear radial variation. The order of magnitude 
of b* can be assessed by considering cones of wide vertex angle (i.e. 
small aV, and therefore
b ? - (1 - y) tan a*
2ir/X0 gives
2.31
and is therefore negative for dielectric materials with y > 1. The 
analysis, however, is even with respect to b, and the sign can be either 
positive or negative. The exact value of b can be obtained by inserting 
into eqn. 2.31 the more complicated expression given by eqn. 2.30. This 
is immaterial as b is a constant and only its order of magnitude is
Substitution in the diffraction integral and with k =
g(u) = e - j k , l t  f1 f(r)e~jl* ’arJ0<ur)rdr 
'0
Ignoring the constant factor e
g(u) = j f(r)e b^rJ (ur)rdr 
* 0 0
where
9ir
b - t—  a(l - y)tan a*
required. For cones of the usual plastic material, e.g. polythene or 
polystyrene, y = 1.6. With tan a1of the order of 0.25, b has a 
magnitude of a/XQ (i.e. the ratio of aperture radius to wavelength).
Thus
g(u) = j f(r)e b^rJ0(yr)rdr = J cs(-l)0^2   2.32
 ^n s even
where
cs = 2(s +1) j e •3*i>rf(r)R2(r)rdr 2.33In s
We shall only be considering amplitude distributions f(r), which are 
simple quadratic functions of r such as (1 - r2)^ for p = 0 and 1. 
Consequently eqn. 2.33 can be expanded and integrated term by term. 
This requires the summation of terras involving powers of r of the form
t = f1 e'jbrrn
n Jn
dr 2.34
and this gives the reduction formula
~3b
I = ®----+ JL x
n jb jb n-1
Hence
“jb= - e JI 
n
1 . n . n(n - 1)t v1 +jb (jb)2 (jb)3
+ (jb)n + (jb)n+l * + (jb)n+l 2,35
2.2.1. Theoretical Far-field Patterns
Uniform illumination
We have, for the first three terms
g(u) = cQ
J,(u) J^(u) Jg(u)
- - - - - - - Q    +  C, - - - -
u 2 u *+ u
This confines the range of validity of u to those values for which
which the coefficients are either decreasing or remaining constant. 
Small values of b are therefore not suitable, since they would require 
an extension of the series of coefficients and correspondingly higher 
orders of 1^, possibly without convergence. Values of b greater than 
5, however, are suitable for the first few coefficients. The range of 
u that can then be justified is approximately u < 6. This covers the 
region of the main lobe (u < M-) and the first-side lobe, (u - 5.5) 
adequately. With Kr) = 1 in eqn. 2.33 we obtain from eqn. 2.35
J (u) can be ignored with respect to J (u) and for values of b for 
7 5
C2 = 6(2I3 “ Il)
c = 10(61 - 61 + I )
h 5 3 1
i.e.
c„ = 101
cn - 6e 
2
■us ~ ,'5.7r
6
To simplify the computations and without loss of generality, b
can be taken to have the particular values bffl = 
which exp (-jb ) * - j •
2m + ~Jttl   for
Thus
lg(u)| 2 = - 2 J Jl(u)b b • m m
+ 10
u - 6 m m
J*(u)’ 1 1 36 . 720 720) 5
b ” b  ^” b 3" "* b1** b b " b u v m m m m m m '
J^u)
m u
-  6 5 . 12} J 3 ^t-7 + ^r T “
m
+ 10 13 4. 32k r
o 0 J5(u),
~ b ?  + b H ~ b ^ uv m m m J
>
Patterns for b, = 4r, and are shown in Fig. 2.10. m 2 2 2 0
It can be seen from consideration of the terms in b~* that
El
IgCuJj^will have a minimum value approximately when J1(u)/u « 3J3(u)/u; 
i.e. at u - 2.5• It is the effect of this forced minimum that causes 
the bearawidth to be reduced by the ratio of 2.5i 3.8, where 3.8 is 
the first zero value of Jx(u)/u above, although this does not appear to 
become fully effective until b is greater than 3.5ir. This effect and 
the same ratio will be shown to be obtained with other amplitude 
distributions.
Tapered illumination
With the illumination law f(r) “ 1 - r2 and the same 
considerations as above, we obtain
>ELAT1VE
OWER
g (u )|2
75
0-25
(d )
TAPERED ILLUM INATION. f . ( r ) =  1 - r
(b )  b = 3-5 tt
(c ) bs= 5-5 rr
(d) g(u)»c
r  i  f-
which for b «m 2m + •ft, becomes
1 6 6 ' i 2 , 6 ’
C0 = 2 ~ b~z “F 3 T " 1*'m m m ;
+ 2j
k ^m ^m -
- A  1 22 18 2UO 280)
6l r ^  F r + ^  + r ^  + r^lv m m m m m '
+ b
2 . 102 240 1
m m m
_ ,„f 1 54 hZ . 3600 lUUO 30240 30240?
V T P ' P " ?  PV m m m m b ^  “b""7m m m
* m m m m J   
With these coefficients, the patterns are illustrated in Fig. 2.11.
Again the leading terms in cQ and c2 are in the ratio 3:1» 
giving the narrowing forced minimum.
Other illumination laws can be contrived to cause this effect. It 
appears to be general for functions f(r) « (l - r2)^ , and it occurs for 
f(r) = 1 + r, but not, strangely, for f(r) = 1  - r.
Experimental verification of these results has been obtained.
2*3. Sectoral Phase Distribution
A recurrent problem in antenna practice is the best method whereby 
a pattern can be shifted from the direct axial direction 0 = 0 by an 
electronic, that is a phase shift technique. Other methods will be 
given in the latter parts of the thesis. The method here requires one 
sector, -\|><<{),<i|;(Fig.2.12) to have a phase delay of a radians and the 
opposing sector a phase advance of a radians. In the con­
tinuous distribution aperture the former could be achieved by the insert­
ion of a dielectric sector in front of the aperture and the phase advance
FIG. 2.12.
SECTORAL P H A SE INSERTION.
by an artificial dielectric of waveguide lens construction. However the 
problem is addressed, as are the later ones, to the aperture consisting 
of closely packed discrete sources.
The effects are calculated for uniform and tapered amplitude
distributions for varying angular sectors and different degrees of
phase insertion. The analysis is very similar to that of the shadow
problem section 2+1 and the results are expressed directly in terms of
the coefficients tabulated therein.
The Plane 4> = 0
The four angular integrations over the separate sectors required 
for the scalar integral are
Expanding by the Jacobi relations as before and integrating we get
1)
2)
3) 2.36
Impressing the phase e^a on the first and e~-*a on the second and adding, 
the angular integrations give
- sin a sin(ur cos <J>’)d<f>T* 2.37
n=l
+ 4 cos a : JQ(ur) + 2 j (-l)nJ2n(ur) y
n=l
sin(2n+l)ifr
- CO
2.38
- 50 -
Therefore if f(r) is the amplitude distribution, uniform or tapered 
f(r) = 1 -r2 the radial integrals required are the same as for section 
2.1 that is
f1 /o J
f(r)J (ur)rdr = J Ps2n<-1>8   » « «"en 2-9
J0 s > 2n
J (u)
j  f(r)'J2n+l (ui:’)rdr = I t v,2n+X(-1^ " 2n’ :i)/2^
Jo v > 2n+l
The resultant radiation pattern for uniform illumination is
_  J.Cu)
g(u,0) « i x  - ^(1- cos a)
, v odd 
2.27
u
oo J fl] 1
«/+ \ v / , \n sin 2ni/> v / , %s/2-n s+1
-2(1- cos a) U - l )  1 P8f2n<-1> —
n=l s > 2n
s even
r / - \n sin(2n+l)i/> f / , {v-2n-3)/2 v+1
- 2 sxn a I (-1) -..'2n+I ~ * I A ^ n t l * ' 1* ~
n=0 v > 2n+l *
v odd
2.39
For tapered illumination f(r) = 1 - r2
g(u,0) =J it - i^ (l- cos a)|
j 2(«)
u*
identical series as 2.39
but with p « and t « ,^s,2n v,2n+l
for tapered illumination from 
the coefficient table.
2.40
The Plane <j> =
Angular integrations are now over the function e^ur sin  ^ giving 
different Jacobi expansions. Otherwise the treatment is identical and 
the result for uniform illumination
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. . J (u>
g(u, •£) = I ~  - 1^(1- cos a)? — :u
- 2(1- cos a) J 
n=l
and for tapered illumination
sin 2ni|> 
2n Is > n 
s eVen
s/2-n Js+l(u)
u
2.41
g(u, -|) = < •| “ 1^(1“ cos a)
J2(u)
u4
- 2(1“ cos a) £ 
n=l
sin 2ni|j 
2n Is > n 
s even
ps 92i S~1 '*
s/2-n Js+l(u)
u
2.42
The shifted patterns are shown in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14 for varying angle 
of insertion and phase delay. The patterns demonstrate conclusively 
the advantage to be gained in shifting the pattern by the use of as small 
an angle ip as possible, and appropriate value of a rather than the 
opposite. The patterns for the plane not affected by the phase disturb­
ance, <J> = •— in this case, remain symmetrical about the axis, as can be 
seen by the evenness of the series 2.41 and 2.42.
An interesting result derives from the situation in which the 
angle ^ becomes 90° and the phase insertion a = 90°. This becomes the 
condition for the half plane discontinuity described by the Lemmel 
transform of section 1.2.
With uniform illumination we have 1.9 or 1.12
g(u)
■ I ,
H^u)
H (ur)rdr = it -----
0 u
2 4 v ^2c/U ^
-  (1 - J (u)) + -  I  ----
0 * q=l nq2-l
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Substituting from the relation
1 = J (u) + 2J (u) + 2J (u) ...
0 2
gives
» 4 J0„(u) “ 4
s<u) = ^ u + ^ (4q2-l)nq=l q=l H
00 8 2 JoJu) irH.(u)
=  I  TT-f-T -  =  —   2 . 4 34q2-l u u
q 1 H
This relation is confirmed by the substitution a = if> » ~  in equation
2.39 as follows
From the coefficient table for uniform illumination (Appendix B)
, {v-2n-l)/2 2.(2n+l)(v+l)
S ^ n + l  M  7 v(v+2)
giving
- 2  v (2n+l).2(v+l) W u)a(„ \ - V 2 y Un+lj ^
J o  (2n+1) v > L l  v(v+2) u
00 8_2 JoJu)
£. qq23i
= I 2q
q=l
H2(u )
A similar relation for — g—  has not proved possible since a simple
u
coefficient formula for ty 2n+i ‘t^le case an amplitude taper 
= (1 - r2), cannot be derived.
2.^. Insertion Phase Effect of a Hollow Dielectric Cone on the Aberration 
Slope about the Boresight Axis.
For several problems concerning the effects of a radome on the 
pointing accuracy of an antenna, the radome can, in the first instance, 
be considered to be a simple hollow cone. If interactions and reflections
ex.
FIG 2.15
CYCLIC P H A S E  VARIATION
.INCIDENCE 
(ANGLE L
TILT —r  
ANGLE l/c \
ANTENNA APERTURE
FIG 2.16
GEOMETRY OF HOLLOW DIELECTRIC CONE.
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are ignored, the major effect of the cone is to create a phase 
distribution over the near field of the radiating aperture. The 
resulting far-field radiation pattern of the combined cone-antenna 
system is then that of an aperture with the original amplitude 
distribution having a superimposed phase perturbation. When the cone 
and antenna are both axi-symmetric the beam maximum position is 
unchanged. With a slight tilt however the beam maximum is deviated 
from the antenna axis due to the different phase delays on passing 
through the cone,which different regions of the near field radiation 
will experience due to the difference in incidence angle. The analysis 
in this case is confined to small angles of tilt only and to values 
about the beam maximum, that is small values of u also.
For these conditions the insertion phase delay of the cone can be 
considered to be the concentric asymmetric distribution shown diagram- 
atically in Fig. 2.154 In this diagram the relative phase is unaltered 
in the transverse planej and has maximum value in the plane of scan of 
the beam, and can thus be described by a sine distribution in the 
aperture angle <f>' with amplitude equal to the mean of the insertion 
phase delays for the different incidence angles on the port and star­
board sides of the radome. The radiation pattern from an aperture with 
this form of phase distribution to analytical evaluation by means of 
the scalar Kirchhoff integral, for any aperture illumination function.
The analysis is given here for uniform, 1 - r2 and (1 - r2)2 illumination 
laws, and by the principle of superposition, any combination of these.
The method is illustrated for the case of a normal incidence half-wave 
radome of ceramic material with half angle of 22J degrees.
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2.4.1. The Insertion Phase Delay
The cross section in the plane of tilt is shown in Fig. 2.16. 
For a small angle if) the angles of incidence on the port and star­
board sides respectively are
where y is the half angle of the cone.
With the dielectric constant of the medium e and thickness d for
a normal-incidence half-wave wall i.e. d = — , we find from standard
2/e
treatments the insertion phase values for the port and starboard sides 
respectively:-
a) for perpendicular polarization
/e-cos2(y-$)
sin(y-ifj)
+ -j- sin(y ifO 2.44
0 = the same expression with y-ip replaced by y+\}t everywhere
b) for parallel polarization
77 tan m 11-cos 2(y-\J0 1 esin(y-Tfr) + /e-cos2(y-^)
J v £ 3 ( ^ T )  Esin(y-iji)
+ —  sin(y-t|0 2.45
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$sj j  = the same expression with y-t/> replaced by y+ip everywhere
h  - $ I
« ■ T) SWe define a ---— *-=--- for each case. 2.46
Fig. 2.17 shows the result of a calculation for a vs angle of 
tilt $ for the particular case of a radome with e = 9 and half angle 
y = 22J°. The linearity of the curves at the origin is to be noted. 
Similar curves for radomes of different parameters £.5) Brewster angle 
walls or sandwich constructions are readily obtainable.
2.4.2. The Radiation Patterns
With the insertion phase delay of the kind given in the previous 
paragraph, the far-field pattern is
g(u, ± — ) = | f(r)J (± ur - a)rdr 
0 0
= J0(a)
r1
f(r)JQ(ur)rdr
00 i
m.
+ 2 I  (±1) J (a)£j_ mm=l 0
f(r)J (ur)rdr 2.47m
using the addition theorem for Bessel functions and with constant factors 
omitted. The integrals in eqn. 2.47 can be evaluated by means of the 
circle polynomials to give
g(u> ± f> = J0(a) I ‘-^Ps.O  ----
+ 2 J (±l)mJ (a) I  2.48
J l  m s t  . s’m u
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Since we are only concerned with the peak of the beam near to the 
axis 8 - 0 ,  eqn. 2.48 can be expanded to terms in u1* to give
g(u ,± f )  = j 0<«> J p00( |  -  f u16 12.32
± 2J1(a)^p1 l8 - 96| - P3i X6.m
- p
U'
20
f-“L  [x _ ?
8.3! U  16 )
u
+ P40 32.5!
+ 2J2(a) u2 u1* )P22|8.3! “ 8.16.3!) ~ P42 32.5! 2.49
The ± signs are ignored by allowing u to take negative values, hence
du 0
f ; H. x nf] f u u 3? _u
P00[ “ 8 96J ~ P20\24 “ 192] P40 9C
3
60
+ 2J1(a)^pu  0 - 32J - P3i^X28^
u u3) f u 3)
24 ~ 192] " P42(960j+ 2J2(a)i 22 2.50
The root umax of the equation — = 0 nearest to the axis gives the peak
of the radiated pattern. The coefficient values p for uniform and r rs,m
tapered amplitude distributions can be obtained from the table of 
coefficients in Appendix B.
2.4.3. The On-axis Aberration Slope
The aberration slope required is
d 6max
t|>=0
degrees/degree
where for small angles 0^  =  u degrees and 5 is the aperture diameter.m 27. max *
We have therefore
"d emax „ 180 A d u max
dip l|)=0 7T2D dip ip=0
-  ' — . —
r* n
180A d u max da
tt2D ; da a=0 dip i|>=0
degrees/degree 2.51
d u
Both — and ^  are linear about the origin up to tilt angles of
ip = 5°. These terms can easily be obtained graphically or numerically
in most practical cases. For the radome considered here and illumination
d0law (1 - r2), an antenna aperture D = 10A we obtain 
6 mins/deg for ± 5 °  about the axis.
dtp on axis
The difference for the two polarizations is of course directly 
proportional to the difference in slopes of the curves in Fig. 2.17 
(or their equivalent). Fig. 2.18 is a universal curve and can there­
fore be used for all radomes for which the appropriate Fig. 2.17 has 
been derived.
2.5. Cross-Polarization Patterns from Paraboloids and Conical Horns
The mode pattern at the aperture of a circular conical horn for 
the dominant TEn  mode is as illustrated in Fig. 2.19a and the surface 
current distribution of a paraboloid fed by a dipole at the focus is 
shown projected onto the aperture plane in Fig. 2.19b. In both cases 
the components transverse to the main polarization shows the same 
angular variation in <p with maxima and minima in the quadrantal planes
1T «4> * jr . They thus both have the description
f(r) = A(r) sin 2$* 2.52
With the fields of the dominant TEX1 circular waveguide mode given by
(a) UNIFORM ILLUMINATION
( b )T A P E R E D  ILLUMINATION { ( r )  = 1 - r  
(V )f(r)=(1-T2) 2
 < _ ___________. I I ’  I
0 '2 5  0-5 0 -7 5  1*0 1 *25
cx radians
FIG 2.18
VARIATION OF ii v WITHmax
INSERTION PHASE D IFFERENCE.
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E = -i- 
r
^(Br)
3 being the waveguide propagation constant
We have the cross polarization components
E s E cos tb - E, sin <J> x r ®
^(Br)
= sin 24>r - J0(3r)r
= A(r) sin 2<pt 2.53
The radiation pattern of this component in the quadrantal plane is 
then
The best treatment appears to be the fitting of the function A(r) given by 
2.53 by a polynomial in r and integrating by the circle polynomial method.
In the case of the paraboloid A(r) is an extremely complicated 
function of Laguerre polynomials [pinney 19^6] and a similar method 
would have to be used.
f 1 (21TI A(r)rdr i 
JQ ^0
0
A(r) J2(ur)rdr 2.54
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CHAPTER 3
The Synthesis of Far-FieId Radiation Patterns
Methods for the determination of the aperture amplitude 
distribution function required to obtain a given radiation pattern, 
have been confined hitherto to the expansion of this function into 
a series of the form
N
f(r) = J a Jn(u r) % 0 < r < 1 3.1.n 0 n ~n=u
[ishimaruand Held I960] and proceding by the use of the integral
f J (u r)Jn(ur)rdr = [UJn(u r)JJI(ur) - u J'(u r)Jn(ur)]I „ o n u o o o n u n u n u* 0 uz-uz
n 3,2.
to give a best fit to the function g(u) at selected points u = ur
where the right hand side of eqn. 3i2 can be suitably simplified.
These values are thus only those particular values for which either
Jn(u r) or J*(u r) is zero. It is therefore an extension of the u n o n
sampling theorem and has been applied mainly to well-behaved radiation 
patterns of the optimum beam width/side lobe category. The solutions 
are thus realisable distributions in the aperture. The same reference 
makes the attempt to produce asymmetric patterns by the introduction of 
modal phase factors e^m<^  and succeds in deriving a shifted pattern 
of a similar kind.
The same analysis is extended to shaped patterns and in particular 
to square topped symmetrical sector patterns by Ruze [Ruze 196*0. 
Although the far-field patterns are well approximated, no actual 
aperture illumination distributions are illustrated. An indication
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is given of the extension to asymmetric patterns through the introduction 
of the same mode phase factors, but without confirmation.
This chapter illustrates the suitability of the Neumann series 
description of the far-field pattern for synthesising required beam 
shapes, and derives the conclusion, implicit in the foregoing, that 
realizable continuous distributions in the aperture are extremely 
limited in their capacity to produce any great variety of beam shapes.
3.1. Symmetrical Patterns
3.1.1. Webb~Kapteyn Method
The Webb-Kapteyn method [Watson p.533] is based on the result
The truth of this is established for functions F(x) only under the 
following conditions
so that if an odd function F(x) admits an expansion of the type
00
F(x) = I  a 
n=0 2n+l J2n+l(x)
3.if.
1
1) the integral F(t)dt exists and is absolutely convergent
•'o
2) F(t) is integrable in the range 0 < t < x
3) F(t) satisfies the following relation in the range 0 < t < x
-  6 8  -
i r < V v>
P’(t) = i  —  {F(v + t) + 3?(v - t)}dv . 3.5.
J n
The analysis has to be modified slightly for symmetrical functions to 
suit the case where g(u) is an even function of u given by
g(u) = I  °2n+l  u ~n=0
This has been done in detail for general even functions in the same 
manner as in the reference. The result is the same as that given by 
the simple substitution of the function ug(u) for F(u) in 3.5 giving
i f  ■ «
Vg*(v) + g(v) a. ~  J  {(t + v)g(t + v) + (t - v)g(t - v)}dt
3.6.
for v in the range [0,u] and with the more stringent condition on
the absolute convergence and existence of the integral I ug(u)du .
•>0
No general criteria for functions satisfying 3.5 and3.6 have 
as yet been found. It will be shown however that they are intimately 
concerned with the physical realizability of the antenna pattern 
and their production by realizable aperture distributions.
The derivation of the coefficients c^n+i by equation 3.4 for a
wide range of functions F(t) is fairly straightforward even where 
these do not necessarily satisfy the conditions concerned. These 
coefficients are the same for the aperture distribution as given by
the pair of equations 1.3 and 1.4, namely
» J (u)
g(u) -22±±--- 1.3.
Zrs 2n+l u n=0
f(r) = I  (-1)“ a R°n (r) 1.4.
n=0
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The functions may therefore be categorized as follows.
a) Functions not obeying the given criteria but which have 
Neumann expansions
b) Functions obeying the criteria and thus give convergent series 
of the kind 1.3 but which do not give uniform convergence for 
series of the kind 1.^ above
c) Functions giving uniform convergence for both series
d) Approximation functions
Functions of each category are readily illustrated 
a) g(u) a cos u
This does not satisfy the first or third of the criteria9 but 
has the known expansion. (Appendix A)
However f(r) is not uniformly convergent9 for with these coefficients 
and the rules of chapter 1 eqn. 1.7
00
f(0) = I  (-l)S(2s+l)2 and f(l) = £ (2s+l)2
s=0 s=0
neither of which converge.
, x N _ sin au b> g ( u ) = - ^
Applying the test of eqn. 3.6 we have
L.H.S. = cos au
R.H.S. = ~  ---•—  {sin(at +
2 a J 0 t
r® Jx(t)
 au) + sin(at - au))dt
Jx(t)
——  sin at cos au dt t
= cos au only if a £ 1
. . au
Therefore
sin au can be expanded for values of a < 1,
a2s+l = 2^2s+1^
» .s m  au
au 2S+1 (u)du
= —  sin[(2s+l)sin“1aj a < 1 3.7.
3
giving
g(u) * = I  ~  sin[(2s+l)sin“1a] ~=--- 3.8.au **_. a us=0
Noting that the coefficients o^n+l are W2 n + 1 ^
where w2n+l^a* = T2 n + 1 ^  311(1 T2 n + 1 ^  is a Ghebycihefr:f
polynomial of the first kind we have
f(r) = I  !  T2s+l<a) R2s (r) s=0
However the transform for the case a=l is well known [Erdelyi p.7 No.2] 
and is
f(r) = (1 - r2)~5
. v sin u g(u) = u
we thus have
I 2 T2s+1 (1) R2s (r) = (1 " r2)"Js=0
and this amplitude distribution goes to infinity at r = 1 and is thus 
physically unattainable.
For a < 1, is a scaled u pattern with magnification
It can therefore be derived from a reduced aperture distribution 
of the same form with reduction factor a:l.
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It can therefore be concluded that
Kr> = I f'T (a) R°s <r) = — ^  r < a 3.10
3=0 A- 4a2
= 0 a < r < 1
(Fig.3.1)
and this diverges to infinity at r = a. This divergence is 
particularly unfortunate for functions for which a Fourier series 
expansion can be obtained or for which sampling theory could be 
applied. The resultant aperture distributions being a series of terms 
of the form of eqn. 3.10 remain physically unattainable.
J0„.,(au)\ / \ tlH* 1c) g(u) = ---------° au
As was shown in chapter 1 the antenna pattern
, , J2n+l(u) g(u) =   ---
n 0
derives from the aperture distribution f(r) = (-1) ^ n ^ 1^
thus by scaling as in the previous paragraph
, , J2n+l(au)
g(u) = — SS----
derives from
- ' n - r - n° /r% ) 0 < r < a- (-x) R2n y-, j
= 0 ) a < r < 1
The patterns •
„(au)2ntl
au
by virtue of the additional parameter are valuable in a superposition
f(r)
2-0
( l - £ r  )
sin 2
APERTURE DISTRIBUTION PATTERN
■f(r) • <£_ 
s=o
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process. The scaling factor gives both a magnification to the 
pattern width and a shift of the pattern maximum. The criteria on 
the expansion of functions can be shown to limit the value of a to 
be less than or equal to unity, effectively preventing attempts to 
produce patterns narrower in width than the natural minimum physically 
possible.
Applying eqn. 3.6 gives ugf(u) + g(u) = Jt2n+l^au^
By the'addition theorem
J2n+i (at + av) + J2n+1 (at - av)
= I  Jm(at>J2n-i-in(av)t1 + (-l)1-”! *= 0 if m is even
m= - »
= 2  J J (at)J~ . (av) if m is oddm 2n-l-mm =  -  c o
2 I V at)[J2n+l-m(av) - J2n+1+m(av>] m odd
m=l
From [Watson p.HO1*] (Appendix A)
>1 j,(t)
J_( at) — r—  dt - 0 m ^ 10 rn t
= §■ n = 0 a i l
Therefore on integration only the first term is required and hence 
. focJjCt)
2a J0 t tJ2n+l(at + av) + J2n+l(at ~ av)]dt
= i  [j2n(av) * = J.LuUv) ; a < 1
thus satisfying the condition for series representation. The 
coefficients of the expansion are given by
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“2s+l = (“*S + 2) J (au) -221i du = 00 2n+l au
, nxm 2n+2m, . . s~n (-1) a (s+m+n)!
~ ^ " s a 3.11.2
m=0 m!(2n+m+l)!(s-n-m)!
giving the two results
. . s-n 2n+2m m  ^ ^
l J I (-J* • a . . ) , ' £ < »  ■
s > n m=0
0 i r < a 3.12. 
= 0 a  ^r < 1
and
1 V Svn (-l)ma2nt2a(s-ra+n)! J2S-H(u) . J2n+l(au) ,
2 - m ! (2n+m+l)! (s-n-m)! u " au *s > n m-0
This last result which is a multiplication theorem for Bessel functiors 
has not previously been derived.
d) Approximation Functions
Although as shown this expansion^is valid only for values of
a < 1 a study of the analysis leading to the condition given in eqn. 3.6
shows that it is in effect an error integral. That is to say the
functions required will be given exactly by the expansion when the
left and right hand sides of 3.6 subtract to give zero. Hence if this
cancellation is not exact an approximation version of the expansion
can possibly be obtained to the degree of accuracy given by the
difference between the two sides of 3.6. An illustration of this is
Jj(2u)
obtained by expanding the function — 5 by substitution a = 2 into
Jjteu)
the previous result even though this is forbidden. The pattern ------
is of course a "supergain" pattern well known to be impossible of 
achievement from a simple continuous distribution in the circular
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aperture. When demonstrated theoretically it is achieved only at 
the expense of enormous radiation loss at wide angle with consequent 
reduction in the achievable gain in the central direction. Precisely 
these effects result from the substitution of a = 2 in the series 3.13. 
After the value u = 8 convergence of the series does not result after 
20 terms have been taken.
Other functions in this category including the pattern
/ \ - “P2u2g(u) = e r
can readily be demonstrated*
3.1.2. Extension to the Webb+Kapteyn Method
The functions Jg +j(&tO/kare tabulated in Appendix D for the 
values n = 1, 3 and 5, a = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. Square topped 
patterns may be summed empirically from these tables and are illustrated 
in Fig. 3.2 . However the aperture distributions required to obtain 
them have the discontinuities at r = a given by eqn. 3.12. It is 
the consideration of the physical means of producing such discontinuous 
aperture distributions that leads naturally to the method of zoned 
circular apertures that will be discussed in the following chapter.
Due to the comparative ease with which the patterns shown in 
Fig. 3.2 can be constructed with only a few terms of the magnified 
functions a study of patterns of this form is of interest as an 
extension to the Webb-Kapteyn method.
N J,(w u) J„(w u) 
n=±
g(u) = I a.
n
n u
n
n u w < 1 n 3.14
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Substituting ~  and u = Nv
N
Nv g(Nv) = T  a J,(nv) + b J_(nv) 3.15.n l n 3n=l
Multiplying both sides by iT(Nv), J [(N-l)vJ in turn and integrating 
using the Schafheitlin integrals (Appendix A).
N-l ^ Sjj "bjj
j Nv g(Nv)J (Nv)dv = I  — an + + asf
o z n=l N*
N-m-1 aM bwn N-m . N-m
0
Nv g(Nv)J2(N-m)vdv = J — an + + jThS t
n-1 (N-m)*
. ; + f
* .* n=N-m»l n 3 n
f •
•“ a b2 N :
Nv g(Nv)J2(v)dv = + -gT +I “T  bN 3.16.
0 n=2 n3
There results N equations in the 2N unknowns a and b . A furthern n
condition is obtained from the value of g(u) at the origin which gives
- N na
g(0) = lim g(u) = j  I  3.17.
u-K) n=l 4
All other conditions can be arbitrary giving varying degrees of 
approximation to the required pattern. One such condition could be 
the requirement that the resulting aperture distribution be continuous. 
This is achieved by matching the discontinuities with appropriate 
sign. It is found however that this condition gives the least 
acceptable pattern of the shape required.
The case is illustrated for N = 2 for which the patterns of 
Fig. 3.2 were obtained empirically.
\  / P A T T E R N S  ■
 ' CONSTRUCTED FROM
2jM u) +  2^ u )+ J3 i l u ) THE FUNCTIONS
U U U q(u)= Jn(au)
7J3( 2 u)( m0rmnIized) U
u u
•SOLUTION OF EQUATION 3.19.w i th  a 2= o
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For a square topped pattern of finite width the integrals on 
the left of 3.16 after suitable substitution become
i:f(w)J (pw)wdw 3.18.0 2
and can therefore be obtained by the circle polynomial expansion method. 
That is
J f(w)J2(pw)Vdw = I (-if-1 B2s+1 J2s+1
4 0 S=1
where
82s+i = 2(2s+1) | f<w)R2s (w)wdw
with f(w) = 1 these coefficients are given in the coefficient table 
of Appendix B.
62s+1 = ps,2
From 3.16 and 3.18 we obtain
r  u J2<u>du = 4 l PS)2 J2s+l(lt) = T  +
0 S-X
r  u J2<iu)du = 8 I Ps>2 J2s+1(2) = al + b l + T  3-19*
u S—X
and from 3.17
a l a2 
U + 2
The discontinuities for the aperture distributions for these patterns 
all occur at r * }. The amplitude distribution for the 
vJjGu)
U
J3(u) J3(iu)
pattern is unity for 0 < r < J, and for — -—  and  ~  patterns
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respectively 2(l-2r2) for 0 < r < 1 and 2(l-8r2) for 0 < r < J 
Hence the amplitude distribution required is
ai
f(r) = -J- + a2 + b2(l-2r2) + 2b1(l-8r2) 0 < r < J 3.20
and
f(r) = a2 + b2(l-2r2) \  < r < 1
1 • *
For continuity at r = s therefore a^ = bj giving al = 0.8 a2 = 1.6
bj = -0.2 b2 = .4.2 i Other arbitrary conditions may be imposed.
The condition al = b g i v e s  a l ~ 3, a2 * 0^5 b1 - -2 b2 - 3 
and the condition a^ = 0 gives a  ^ -  k b 1 ~-3 b2 - 2.5 . The patterns 
show that the Continuous aperture distribution compares unfavourably 
with either of the arbitrary patterns or the empirical patterns.
3.1.3. Functions with Maclaurin Expansions
Neumann*s own expansion of an arbitrary function in a series 
of Bessel coefficients is given in [Watson p.523]. The expansion is 
made with the use Of Neumann polynomials and the result states
If the Maclaurin expansion of F(as) is
F(z) = I  b^ z 3.21.
n=0 n
then
E(z) = L  an Jn(z)n=0
where a and b are related by n n J
a = b
0 0
a = „ Y V 2 m ^ l l L b 3.22.
n m! n-2mm=0
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the conclusion in pre-computer days being that the construction of a 
Neumann series assumes a simple form wherever the above summation 
could be made. Applying this method to the functions already dealt 
with gives identical results to those obtained and is an alternative 
procedure. For the function = u sin au the series description
of the Chebycheff polynomials results and for the Bessel functions 
the result given by eqn. 3*13 is derived identically. However ho 
criterion as to final convergence is available in this procedure and 
each function has to be dealt with on a trial and error basis.
The method is suitable for functions for which the Webb- 
Kapteyn method is hot easily applicable, and is illustrated here for
fJi(u>l / I ...a 2
the patterns g(u) = {_— -— J and g(u) - £2S- u
a) g(u) fe
cosh A
Jl(u)~*
u 3.23*
The appropriate function F(u) therefore is
^(u) - ug(u) = [J1(u)]2/u 3.24
From the Neumann series for J2 (z) (Appendix A)n
f J i(u)]
2
00 2m+l
- £ ■( i)m (2m+2)!u
U m=0 m! (m+2) I [(m+1) !]22^m+^
= I b u ’ 3.25.
m=0 m
From 3.22 therefore
a _ (2s+l) y (-1)s“m (2s-2m+2)!(2s-m)! 3.26
2s+-!- 2 m=0 m * (s-m)!(s-m+2)![(s-m+1)!]2
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and these are the appropriate coefficients for the dual relationship
g(u) = I 2 - ? J2s+l(u)
u ' ' s= o a2s+1 u
f(r) - I  (-1) ct2s+1 Rgg (r) 
s«o
Papoulis [1968] gives the transform pair
2
g(u) = [ Jx(i u)I
U
f(r) k i  {2 cos^r - 2r A  - r2}
7T
which may also "be derived by the above method*
b) The so called "ideal" pattern is given by the function [Hansen 
1966]
z N cos A 2-A2’
g(u) =  "coshA..
in which cosh A determines both the side lobe magnitude and the 
position of the first zero and hence the width of the beam. The 
amplitude distribution required to produce these patterns has been 
obtained and calculated for various values of A. By the method out­
lined above we have
s<” > * S2t S P ■ 1 * ! « > "  ! < ; > £ £ ■ *P=1 S=p r
cc
*\ ug(u) = I  b u s
S=1
where
, . vS-m 05 , A2n-2s+2mb (-1) y n!_______A________
2s-2m+l ~ coshA  ^ (s-m)!(n-s+m)! (2n)!n=s-m
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thus the coefficients for the dual relations and hence for the aperture 
distribution are given by
These illustrations are both for patterns which are in fact 
physically unrealizable. The former for having unduly low si de-lobes and
illustrations computation shows that the far-field patterns are re­
produced with high accuracy but convergence of the circle polynomial
symmetrical circular aperture obviously requires the specification of 
a given plane in which the non-symmetrical far-field pattern achieves 
its maximum definition. The choice of such a plane is arbitrary.
The diameter of the circular aperture perpendicular to this plane is 
taken to be the reference axis 4>T =0, Far-field patterns are then 
given in terms of the scalar integral of Appendix A equation* AS-5.
As an expansion into a series of Bessel functions the general 
non-symmetrical pattern will consist of a symmetrical term of the form 
of the series so far considered and an additional term which can be 
of one of many different forms. The symmetrical term has associated 
with it a symmetrical amplitude distribution uniform in phase, the
a (2s+l) | 2
a2s+l coshA  ^ m !m=0
2s-2m+l
the latter for having side lobes all of equal height. j n -both of these
series presents difficulties which can be related to the physical
realizability of the patterns.
3.2. Non-Symmetrical Patterns
The description of a non-symmetrical pattern from an otherwise
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derivation of which is given by the series of circle polynomials.
The non-symmetrical term will be derived from a second amplitude 
distribution and non uniform phase. When added for the superposition 
of the two components thefe can arise discontinuities both in 
amplitude and phase which may in the case of a practical antenna 
with a continuous current distribution, be impossible to achieve. 
Continuous amplitude distributions with non-uniform phase can be 
considered a practical possibility even where the non-uniformity 
of phase is a discontinuity. In such cases steps in a reflector surface 
or the insertion of dielectric interfaces across the aperture could 
produce the required effect. Amplitude discontinuities cannot be 
achieved however and the analysis that produces them must be taken 
to apply to an aperture cnstructed of discrete elements of sufficient 
density i.e. proximity, for interference nulls to occur only outside 
the region of interest for the main radiation pattern.
The non-symmetrical component is rarely found to have an analy­
tical description which makes possible a synthesis procedure for its 
aperture distribution. An empirical superposition of patterns of 
known kind is to be assumed, from which known apeture distributions can 
be obtained and superimposed in their turn.
We consider the patterns to be described by a function
oo J (u)
g ( u , f > =  I ° 2 s + 1 - ~ —  + g 2<U> 3.30.
s=o
where g2(u) is a non-symmetrical term the description of which has to 
be obtained from a non-uniform amplitude and phase distribution.
There are three cases to be considered.
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a) g^Cu) derives from a modal phase of the kind e^^ in the aperture.
The term 'modal' implying its derivation from higher order circular 
waveguide
b) g2(u) derived from a cyclic phase of the kind e*^ s*n ^
c) g2(u) derived fr°m a half aperture phase variation with respect to the 
reference diameter.
3.2.1. Modal Phase
i * |
Modal phase of the kind e.*^ when inserted into the integrand 
of the scalar diffraction integral converts it directly from a zero 
order Hankei transform to one of higher order j j>.
thus
g2(u) = j Q f(r) J (ur)rdr. 3.31*
r
The circle polynomial expansion is applicable as before and hence
f(r) = I  a r P  (r) u m m
; (u) = I  a*2 L m um=p
where m - p is an even integer > 0 as in eqn. 1.8. It will rarely be 
the case that a single value of p greater than unity can be used 
since higher values will have complicating effects in planes other
7Tthan f g 1 which will have to be considered separately. The 
coefficient m is therefore odd and hence the series description of 
g2(u) becomes
/ \ - Y / n x(m-l)/2 Jm+l(u) 0 00
g2(u) a 2 ^--- » 111 odd 3.32.
m=l
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There is no analogous method to the Webb-Kapteyn treatment for a 
series of this kind. If g2(u) has an analytical description there­
fore the Maclaurin expansion method must be applied*
3.2.2. Cyclic Phase
Insertion of the phase factor e^b S*n ^ into the scalar 
diffraction integral as shown in Appendix A equation results in the 
transform
g2(u) = j  f(r)J0t(u - b)r]rdr 3.33.
This pattern is the same as the symmetrical pattern shifted without 
distortion to the position where the pattern maximum is at the value 
u = b% Hence the amplitude distributions are derived directly by 
the foregoing methods. A large variety of shaped patterns can be 
derived empirically from the resulting series
, . V J2s+l(u) „ J28+1(u- V
g(u’ 2 " L a2s+l u 2s+l u-u ’s=0 s
where the cyclic phase requirement for each term of the second series 
is e**b sin = e^UsSin
J (au)
If this is generalized to include the stretched patterns —  
only very few terms of each of the series need be considered. For 
Example the two term approximation to 3.34
J.(u) J5(u) J.(u—u -) J 0(u-uo)
/ ^ \ “ A 1 1 — 3 “g(u9 77) = a,  ----- + a~  + 3,  + 3a---------® 2 1 u 3 u 1 u-Uj 3 u-u 3
has six parameters for empirical fitting to a specified pattern shape.
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This number would be doubled if a streched version of each term were 
to be included.
3.2.3. Half Aperture Phase Discontinuity
Patterns from an aperture the two halves of which are in anti- 
phase are the Lommel transforms described in chapter 1 section 1.3. 
That is
g2(ii) = | f(r) fiQ(ur)rdr
More generally if the two halves are not totally in aiitiphase but 
have a phase difference of 2£ (that is + 5 over one half and - £ over 
the other)
g(u? 5) = (cos £) H + (sin £) L
where H and L are the Hankel and Lommel transforms respectively. 
g^(u) is then given by series
* .i(u)
g2(u) = I a2s+l  J T “  3>35>s=0
where $(x) is a modified Anger-Weber function described fully in 
Appendix C. The coefficients a2s+l are *denticaH y  *h°se derived 
from the Hankel transform. Many attempts were made to find analogous 
treatments to either the Webb-Kapteyn or Maclaurin expansion methods 
which could be used with the function ^2s+l^x *^ t i^ese were
unsuccessful by virtue of the inclusion of the discontinuity in the 
original scalar integral. The functions have a double recurrence 
relationship and are non-orthogonal. These prevent the analysis given
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in Watson for Bessel functions from being followed in detail with 
respect to these functions.
Two alternatives remain. The first applies if the function 
g2(u) is a Hilbert transform of an analytic function h(u) which can 
itself be described by a Bessel function series. The coefficients for 
the latter series can then be obtained by the methods given and the 
inverse transform taken.
Alternatively the Bessel function expansion of the $ functions 
themselves have to be used in conjunction with the Maclaurin expansion 
method.
Thus if
, . J2s+l(u) . „ . „ 42s«.(u)
8(U* 2> = I  a2s+l C0S 6 — ---- + 2s+l 81n 0 — ----s^o
we have (Appendix C)
60 J2s+l(u)
S(u> f) = I  “2s+lcos8 --- “  + e2s+lsin9
s=0
ifS+2 J2n(u)
lr n=l [Un2-(2s+l)2] u
(2s+1)tt El-J o (u)3 
3.36.
then
20,sin0 
«g(u. 1) - ^ r - l-J (u) + ipr j,(u) + —   Ju(u) + ...
0 U:22-l *
203sin0 J (u)
2B2s+lsin0
• • • • •
l*.22-9
1 J0^U  ^ . tS+2 T / \ ■+ ----------J (u) + ...
2s+1 2s+l U-(2s+l) 2 2
+ I  °2s+lOOS0 J2s+l(u) s=0
3.37..
That is ug(u) = C + £ C. Jv(u) = I  d. u
k=0 k=0
k
by the Maclaurin comparison method
Then for finiteness at the origin C * 0 giving
- - V 2ggs+l3in9 . . _ ,
~ s=0 (2s+1),t " 0 “ ” ^
C 2k+l = a2k+l
CO
2 r Us+2 Q r «•?*,!»
^  2k+l 3.38.2k * s=0 l*k2~(2s+l)2 
Ey Neumann’s theory
C _ 2k y ggk~2p(gk-P-i)i a 
2k p! 2k-2p
0 - (2fcfi) f 22k-gP+1(2^p)!
2k+l t2kl} i p! 2k-2p+l 3*39'p=0
Thus with the d coefficients given by the presumed known Maclaurin 
expansion of ug(u) the C coefficients are derived from 3.39 and 
3.38 then gives
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where C ^  is the column matrix
$2k+l the column matrix
and M the matrix
M = 1 1 1 1 11 3 5 7 9 - 11 *
2 -6 -10 - l h -18 -22
3 5 21 *5 77 117 *
2 6 -10 -lU -18 -22
15 7 9 33 35 105 *
2 6 10 -1^ -18 -22
35 27 11 13 T*5 85
2 6 Us+2
♦ • •
♦ • •
kk2-l Uk2-9 Uk2-(2s+l)2
The 8 coefficients are obtained by the inversion of the matrix eqn 
3»^ giving
^2k+ * 2  M~1 C^2k^
3.3 Point-Matching
Brief mention must be made of the simple technique of matching 
the equation
g(u) = I  a J28+1(u) ^ 2s+l u s=l
at selected values of u to give a set of linear equations, in the
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unknown cu .. Matrix inversion would then give these coefficients 
ds+i
independently and substitution into
f(r) = I  (-1) a2s+1 R2s (r)
s=l
the aperture distribution* Again in all but the simplest cases 
the latter equation is either divergent or oscillatory.
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CHAPTER k
The Synthesis of Radiation Patterns from Zoned Circular Apertures
Following the implication in Chapter 3, that the effective 
shaping of a far field radiation pattern is best achieved from an 
aperture with internal discontinuities in the amplitude distribution 
at selected values of the radius, we consider the patterns from a 
zoned circular aperture. Each zone is considered to have a fixed 
amplitude and, for the symmetrical patterns, uniform phase. For 
non-symmetrical patterns similar phase distributions to those considered 
for the continuous aperture are applied to each individual zone.
Many practical antenna designs are known that are constituted 
either by physically dividing the radiating aperture with discrete 
zones, each with its own feed system, as in [Koch 1968] shown in 
figure k , l 9 or by a multi-mode system of circular or coaxial wave­
guides of large size, the magnitude of the superimposed modes being 
such that zones of nearly constant amplitude are created at the 
aperture as shown in figure U.2 The present generation
of corrugated conical horns can be said to have this facility for 
multi-mode generation inherent in its structure.
For larger antennas the aperture can be made to consist of 
rings of discrete elements which are sufficiently closely spaced to 
appear as a uniform annulus. The feeding system for a two dimensional 
array of this kind, can be such that the phase requirements for non- 
symmetrical patterns can be easily achieved. Such an antenna is 
illustrated in figure U.3 [Combleet and Brown 1971]. Other zoned
\\
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circular systems are Fresnel lenses and zone phase plates and similar 
optical devices.
In the cases where the zones are artificially constructed, the 
radii of the zones can he totally arbitrary. In the multi-mode 
systems the "boundary value solution determines the zone radii, which 
will then be either in proportion to the zero values of the Bessel 
functions or their derivatives depending on whether the solution is 
for TM or TE modes respectively. The three choices of zone radii 
studied are thus those giving zones of equal width or zones compatible 
with the TM or TE modal waveguide solutions. Each gives a different 
approximation to the required pattern in the case of the symmetrical 
beam, which is illustrated here by the synthesis of square flat topped 
beams from an aperture of eight zones.
U.l. Circularly Symmetrical Patterns
The radiation pattern of a single zone with inner radius r^ and 
outer radius rn+^ of a circular aperture (radius equal to unity) with 
uniform amplitude distribution from the scalar integral is
frn+l 
1 '
a „J (ur)rdr n+1
n
where the an illumination functions can be complex.
Summing for an aperture of unit radius divided into N zones
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by putting * an~ an+1 and a ^ *  0.
Letting the inner radius r^ of the nth zone equal  ^rj then if
r «  ~  of the unit radius and u = mv 1 m
N * J (X v)
g(nv) = I  A - 5 J - J L -  U.3.
n=l m2v
Equation U.3 can be taken as the starting point for the synthesis 
of patterns given by an associated function
F(v) = m2v g(mv)
* •where F(v) is any generally well behaved function such that lim
is finite, or in terms of equation U.3
v v^ -o
N A X 2 
n r
2ms<°> = I H s r-
n=l
The general expansion
F(-v) = I b J (X v) 5,
■ £• n vv nn=l
being a sum to infinity of a series of the kind given in equation ^.3, 
can be made with suitable choice of Xn.
For zones of constant width Xn = n and F(v) is given approximately 
by the partial sum of the Schlomilch series [Combleet 1966]
N
N2vg(Hv) =F(v) = J n A  Jj(nv) U.6.
n=l
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subject to the important condition U.U which becomes
N A n2
6(0) 88 I ~
n~l 2N2
If X = X,, X , X .... denote the positive zeros in ascending order 
n 1* 2* 3
of magnitude of the function
x_v{x J '(x) + h J (x)} [Watson p.5TT] *t.7.
where in the present case v = 1, and h is any given constant, the
resulting finite series are analogous to the infinite Fourier-Bessel or
Dini series. The choice of h = 0 or h = 1 then give X to be the zerosn
of JjMx) and JQ(x) respectively. The choice of infinite h gives the 
zeros of J^x). These are all in accord with the mode requirements
for multi-mode propagation of either the TE or TM kind in circular
waveguides and horns. For the infinite series of equation U.5 with
v = 1 the coefficients are given by [ibid]
{(X 2- 1) J 2(X ) + X 2J *(X )>b * 2X 2 
' n i n n 1 n' n n
vF(v)J.(X v)dv 1*.8. 
0 1 n
The finite series of equation k,3 gives an approximation to the infinite 
series which improves with increasing value of N and hence the required 
zone amplitudes are given by
A X  » -----------£
n n
2X 2 m2
/v2g(mv)J1(Xnv)dv U.9
{(X 2- 1)J 2(X ) + X 2J/(X )}v n ' 1 ' n' n 1 n
0
The integral on the right of equation ^.9 can be evaluated by the 
circle polynomial expansion of Chapter 1.
j v^gCmvJJjU v)dv = I  a2s+1(-l)S 
J0 s=o n
where
“28+1 = 2(2S+2)
v2g(mv)Rl _(v)dv 1*.10.
0
whence
   . . . .  I “2.+1<-1>Sj2b+2(V
D {(X 2- l)J.2(A ) + A 2J '(A )} 8=0 n i n  n i n
lull.
The three cases of major interest then give the following results
Fourier-Bessel series
h infinite;! are the zeros of J,(x)9 n 1
a _ 2m2 v / -,\S J2s-r2^n^ i,
n T T T T u I  I  <W - 1) — ----- u-12-{Jrt(X )/z s-o n2 n
Dini series
h = 0; X are the roots of J *(x) 
n 1
A  -------— ------  I ap (-1)SJ (A ) 4.13.
“ (A 2- l)J,{(A )}2 s=o 28 1 2S 2 n
n 1 n
Dini series
h ® 1; X are the roots of Jn(x) n u
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All these solutions are still subject to the condition given 
in equation U.U. When, with the appropriate Aq the summation in k.k
is made and plotted graphically, it crosses the value g(0) at a
discrete set of values whenever the integrals in equation k.10 do 
not cover the full range [0,1]. iThus for patterns of fiite width
<|rTN
u < -r- (hence for v < l) only discrete values of u can be chosen 
o  a  o  o
at those values for which the <*2s+l give A^ which satisfy
equations k.k, The effect is illustrated by the Fourier-Bessel 
approximation to sector shaped flat-topped radiation pattern from an 
aperture of eight zones that is
g(u) = 1  - uQ < u < uQ
= 0 uQ < |u| < Ntt N = 8
Thus m2v g(mv) = m2v |v| < vQ
= o . H  > ▼„
Equation k.9 therefore becomes
2
A A = --- ----
n n {JAx »2
m2v2J (X v)dv , m = XH t q-*
2 n'
The integral I =
v0
v2J (X v)dv 
0 1
« v 3 v0
1
t2J,(X v t)dt 1 n o
=  V  3 I (-if a l-°l0 L K 2s+l X vns=o n 0
where a2s+1 « 2(2s+l) J t2R|s+1(t)dt
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That is for s = 0
s > 0
Hence
2K 2vn2 jJ K vn)N O 2 n 0
n 2 n
if .15
{J2(An)>2 *,
The coefficients, when substituted into the summation condition equation 
lt.lt give the curve in figure If.If. The discrete crossings with the value 
g(0) show the proper set of radiation patterns possible in fig. If.5.
There are precisely as many discrete solutions possible as there are 
zones. These directly relate to the pattern widths of the proper 
solutions as shown. The narrowest beamwidth solution is that of an 
ordinary narrow pencil beam. The widest fills the whole region for which 
u - D sin 0/A has real values that is u < 7tD/A, where D/A isthe aperture 
diameter in wavelengths, and corresponds to a beam ± 90° in width.
At the same time the function can still be evaluated for larger 
values of u. A far out side - lobe then appears for each solution, 
which moves towards the axis as wider patterns are selected, until with 
the widest proper solution it becomes contiguous.. Any attempt there­
after to make a still wider pattern results in a further inward movement 
of this lobe, into the real radiation region of u and destructive inter­
ference between it and the main sector pattern. In its final form, 
when continuous with the widest pattern, the lobe has the appearance of a 
Gibbs overshoot as in ordinary Fourier series. Figure If.5 shows the 
Fourier-Bessel solution for a sector pattern from an aperture of eight
u(o)
FrG 4-4.
SUMMATION FUNCTION FOR 
RROPER BEAM W IDTHS
iYII) YVIII)
yin)
FIG. 4 . 5 .
SECTOR P A T T E R N S -F O U R IE R -B E S S E L  SOLUTION
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zones. To investigate the effect of increasing the number of zones 
the widest pattern for an aperture of forty zones is shown in figure 
1+.6. The overshoot can be seen to have increased in magnitude with 
increasing slope of the final edge of the pattern. It would appear 
in the limit that the overshoot reaches the same magnitude as the height 
of the pattern itself.
Since this lobe always appears in the complex part of the field 
u > irD/X, it is not a radiated pattern but a storage field, most probably 
of interaction between the zones. As can be seen from the accompanying 
table of zone amplitudes, table l+.l, the widest beam has zones of 
alternate phase and the largest storage, or overshoot, lobe. The two 
are in accord with an interaction concept. Other effects such as the 
half amplitude values occurring at the summation crossing points, the 
turning points of the summation curve occurring at the zero values of 
the patterns, and hence the common set of zeros of all the patterns, can 
also be observed in the comparison of figures 1+.1+ and 1+.5. These effects 
appear to be common to all the series solutions.
TABLE l+.l. Sector Patterns, Zone Amplitudes
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii)
al 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
a 2 0.95 0.8U 0.605 0.1+02. 0.15 -0.05 -0.257, -0.31+5
a 3 0.86 0.60 0.186 -0.08 -0.20 -0.11 0.017 0.162
S 0.7U 0.335 -0.102 -0.11+2 0.001+ 0.111+ 0.022 -0.10
a5 0.67 0.07 -0.156 0.018 0.078 -0.025 -0.08 0.051
,a6 0.1+23 -0.057 -0.057 0.083 -0.01+ -0.015 0.039 -0.038
a 7 0.285 -0.10 o.o¥+ O.OOU -0.033 0.051+ -0.058 0.012
a 8 0.136 -0.067 0.057 -0.01+1+ 0.036 -0.025 0.02 -0.006
I I I u I I I I I I  t [__
0 20 4 0  60  8 0  100 120
u—
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Similar results are also observed for other shapes of beam* A pattern 
of interest is the secant squared shape g(0) sec20, having increased 
amplitude at the larger amgles of 0. Such a shaped pattern is 
advantageous in many practical situations, in particular for the 
illumination of concave reflectors for maximum efficiency or for the 
uniform illumination of a sphere, for example, the earth from a 
stationary communications satellite. The pattern g(u) = 1 + p2u2, for 
|u| < uQ, by the same treatment [Combleet 1968] is illustrated in 
figure k.J and derives from zone amplitudes given by
Treatment of the same problems by Dini series shows basically 
the same effects with the major difference being in the nature of the 
pattern in the complex region of the field. The Dini series for h = 0 
and h » 1 are illustrated for the same eight zone square topped pattern 
in figure U.8. The complex field decays in these cases in a very similar 
manner, but on the positive side of the axis as opposed to the negative 
side as in the Fourier-Bessel overshoot. In going from the former to 
the latter we are following an increasing value of the arbitrary constant 
h in equation U.7* An optimum may be sought where the decay in the 
complex part of the field results in minimum loss in storage radiation, 
that is the pattern drops off with an optimum between steepest trailing 
edge and acceptable overshoot. The value of h concerned will determine 
the zone radii by virtue of the zero values of ^.6 with that value of h 
inserted.
When the zones are all of equal width the summation gives rise to a 
Schlomilch series, given by the associated function
2 X X
SUMMATION FUNCTION
FIG. 4.7.
SECANT SQUARED PATTER N
oCO
o
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o
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N
F(v) = N2v g(Nv) * J niW^nv) U.17,
n=l
The coefficients are derived by an entirely different method from 
the previous series.
The coefficients of the Schlomilch series
CO
£(v) = T A J„(nv) are given by [Watson 1?.630] l*.l8.
n 0 1n=l
nr rir/2
* ¥ I sec  ^dd S*n ♦ )lC0S(nv)Wlv U.19«
' —7T ' P ^0
Assuming the permissibility of differentiating l*.l8 term by term
Jlf(v) * - J nA J^nv) J+.20.
n=l
And comparing if.20 with 1*.17 shows that
&(v) « - | N2v g(Wv)dv ^.21.
The validity of this treatment has been confirmed by the results shown 
in figure i*.9 which is for the same eight zone pattern as before. The 
zone amplitudes are given by [Combleet 1966]
a - . S i
n 7T
V  . fnu 1 2u0
 sin
N2n
r n rnu 'i 0 fiiu.)
1 ~ ) + ^ cos l ~ i  ■ ^  sinW j  1,‘2 2 *
A major change can be observed in that the patterns intermediate 
between the narrowest and the widest do not of themselves form a sequence 
of good approximations to square topped patterns as do the intermediate 
patterns of the Dini and Fourier-Bessel sets.. The field in the complex
sector pattern ^
S C H L O M I L C H  S O L U T I O N
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region has reverted to a lessened form of overshoot.
For any of the above choices of zone radii, superposition of 
patterns may be used to create other required shapes, since super­
position of zone amplitudes is all that is required. For example for 
conical patterns a narrow shape may be superimposed in anti-phase upon 
a wider shape, both being of the same zone construction, to create a 
central "hole” of required angular width. Both the inner and outer 
angular values of the cone shape would of necessity have to be proper 
values uQ of the permissible set.
Conical patterns may be derived directly from the Fourier-Bessel 
series. The conical pattern given by
g(u) = 1 
= 0
UQ < |u| <
M  i uo
M  £ u!
u0 > o
with the same substitutions gives
X A — ---~   v2j (x v)dv
n n  V  1 n2 n 0
X {J0(X )}2 n 2 n'
u 2J 
1 2
n 0
n
u 2J 
0 2
X u_ n 0
n
for those values for which equation k,k gives g(0) = 0.
A Conical pattern is also obtained by the expedient of creating 
g(0) = 0 instead of g(0) = 1  in the summation function even when 
this is not strictly valid, for an otherwise complete sector pattern. 
A conical pattern created by this method is shown in fig. ^.10.
10 20 
u — >■
FIG 4 .10
CONICAL' PATTERN 
CREATED BY g ( 0 ) = 0
-  I l l  -
Hull-Function Patterns
One of the more rare properties of Schlomilch series is the 
summation to give a null-function [Watson p.6351
. 00 J (rax)
_ i + y (_i) —  = o it.23.
^  (| x)v
provided v > \ and 0 < x < ir. Hence for the comparable zoned aperture 
pattern, putting v - 1
x = v , v<ir , in the above, we find
" . J.(mv) i
2 y (-i) — —  = —* L v mv 2
m=o
At the origin however the series itself oscillates between t  I and is 
therefore unstable. However this oscillation occurs with alternating 
sign depending on whether an even or an odd number of terms is taken. 
For the finite series therefore the oscillation at the origin can be
effectively cancelled by adding a series of an odd number of terms to
that of a series of an even number of terms. That is
m-l-r / \ „ , \m-l.
i,Vinv;
- 1 U.2H.
, mv mvm=l m-1
or
7 U(~l)m~ J,(mv) J,(8v)I - - - - ----------r,—  “ i fc.25.", mv 4vm==l
for 0 < v < ir that is u < Nir
The zone amplitudes are then given by comparing equation U.25 with 
the Schlomilch series
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N2v g(Nv) » I  nAnJ1(nv) 
n=l
giving
nA . / -\n-l .
_ a  = M=i)  n = 1, .... 7 and -2-= - i
H2 n jj2 a
This gives the zone amplitudes
a! =
210 a = 5 6.35
a2 “ -U5 a6 " -3.89
a3 = 19
a = 
7
3.22
%  = -9.65 a„ = 8 -2
The pattern given by equation lj.25 is illustrated in figure lull.
U.2. Non-Symmetrical Patterns
As with the continuous aperture distribution, non-symmetric patterns 
are produced by asymmetries of phase, which, for the zoned aperture 
can vary from zone to zone. The phase distributions within each zone 
are of the same basic types as for the continuous aperture distributions 
and the two to be considered are the cyclic phases e ^ Sln ^ and the 
diametrically antiphased. The third kind, described by the modal phase 
factor e^m  ^ has not been investigated.
lj.2.1. Cyclic Phase
If the amplitude distribution in the nth zone is of magnitude a .
jen+isin ♦ ' nand has impressed a phase factor e the radiation pattern
becomes
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!n(u,± f) = an+1;
'n+1
r
JQ(ur)rdr
n
±2J l (6n+i)
n+1
n
J1(ur)rdr
+ 2J2(fW
‘n+1
n
J2(ur)rdr .... lj.30.
from the expansion of the integrand JQ(ur ~ addition formula.
The integrals with substitutions can be obtained from the integrals
1 v Js+l(u)
J (ur)rdr * / a n L ?0 s,n u
1+.31.
where s - n is an even integer > 0. Then
a = („i)^s”n^ 2 2(s+l) (r)rdr
s t»n _ s
lj.32.
- 2fa+n  (S1 >/2 (-l)k(3-k)!(-l)(s~n)/g
dVSTX; £ . e4>m_Olr .
k=Q ( S ^ 2 k )|(± ^ )!k|(s-2k+2)
lj.33.
2n(s+l)
s(s+2) (~l)^s~n ^  which are given in the table of
Appendix B.
Summing the series of equation 1j.30 for an aperture of N zones gives
N J.(ur )
v a i n
j (ur ) 2V n'
gCu^f) = y A r -----— ±B r -=---—  + C r°  9 P  u  n  n  n  n  n  1 1  «  ■
J 9(ur ) 3 n
2 ’ * 'n n u n n un=l n n u
± D r
J^(urn)
n n u
U. 3U.
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where
since a _ k 
11 ~ 3
since a22 = ^
or abbreviating the expression in braces by {J }
8 8
5 2«55{J5} " 2a5 3{J3} + 2a51lJl}
We note immediately that this series description cannot be synthesised 
by any of the Fourier-Bessel or Dini methods. The number of unknowns3 
the an and &n requires that only the first two terms of the series can 
be used otherwise the relations obtained would become redundant. In this 
case the first term ^ives a symmetrical pattern and the second a super­
imposed asymmetrical pattern. If the required pattern g(u) were to be 
separated into its symmetrical and asymmetrical parts by
then the former has to compare with the series of first order Bessel 
functions and the latter with the series of second order functions. 
Analysis of each separately by Fourier-Bessel methods would require
sym 2
&
asym U.35
oCO
C D
CD
O
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O OO
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tf) CO' l/) 7:
C L U  C  10
2 E  .5 2
T3 lxJ -q  On
a  to a lu co
on on i ~”
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different zone radii for the two parts, this being clearly impossible.
The series of equation U.3U thus can only be applied to an aperture 
with zones of constant width
r = nr. n 1
Patterns derived from the series ^.3^ are shown in fig. U.12 for 
uniform amplitude and a linear phase variation across the aperture, that 
is, with g = n$j and for » 0.25 and 0.5 radians respectively. Also 
included in the figure is the pattern for the first two terms of the 
series alone. In the case Bj = 0.25 the approximation is very good but 
for = 0.5 (not shown) the pattern can no longer be considered the 
same as that given by the first two terms only. For arbitrary Bn as 
might arise in a synthesis process, therefore, the use of the first 
two terms alone cannot guarantee a good approximation.
If the pattern is separated into symmetrical and asymmetrical 
parts as in equation ^ .35
_  V nv)
associated gsyn = I  Aq  —
and
J (nv)
associated goewy! = ) 33 — ---  ^.36."asym 6 n v
after the usual transformations have been made.
The first of these can be analysed by the direct Schlomilch
method of equation ^.17-^.21. Since that required one quadrature to
make valid the Schlomilch theory, the second of U.36 requires two 
quadratures.
1+.2.2. Diametrical phase division
We consider the zones to be divided by a common diameter9 and each 
individual zone to have a phase difference in its two semi-circular 
halves of ± y^ and amplitude a^ as before.
For a single zone in this case
, w, I Jl(uW  Jl(m,n?
5n ’ 2] = V l cos V l i V l  u rn  u----
Hl(uW  Hl(urn)
+ V l sln V lK + 1  u rn — 5“
Summation gives
g(u, f  ) = ! §  {AnJl(^) + Bn Hx( f )} 4,37,
n=l
where in this case Ar « ancos yR - an+^cos Yn+1
B = a sin y - a .nsih y n n ’n n+1 'n+l
V  = = 0 k *38*
and subject to the same condition at the origin as equation U.U
r n2\  Hx(x)
g(0) = i  ---- since the   series tends to zero at the origin.
The A coefficients are the same as those given for the symmetrical case 
n
by equation 1+.19*
The Bn coefficients [Watson p.630] are given by
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The addition of the series of Struve functions is the natural 
generalization of the Schlomilch series which thus has been given a 
physical interpretation. The additional degree of freedom required 
"by the phase factors yn of* each zone, requires, as would be expected, 
an additional condition for proper patterns fulfilling the requirements 
on g(u) at the origin. This arises from the differentiation, assumed 
valid, of the generalized Schlomilch series
CO
&(v) = Y A J (nv) + B H (nv) *+.*+0.
n 0 n on=l
instead of equation *+.18. This gives 
00
- r(v) s I nA^Cnv) + nB^Cnv) - f  Bq 
n=l
and for this to compare with equation *+.37 and with
il1 (v) » - N2v g(Nv) , finiteness at the origin requires that
N
y b = o k . k i .
-1 an=l
and this is the condition in addition to equation *+.*+ for the A^ 
coefficients that determines both the an and yn of the respective 
zones.
Patterns given by equations *1.37 and *+,*+0 and shown in figure
*+.13 for a linear stepped phase across the aperture given by
Y 88 nv, = it and uniform illumination a =1. Noticeable differences ’n !1 4 n
between patterns *+.12 and *+.13 can be observed particularly in the 
position and magnitude of the coma lobe. Comparison with the patterns, 
shifted a similar amount by a phase insertion over an angular sector 
of the aperture, as shown in figure 2.13, shows the advantage of that
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method over the others for beam offsetting with minimum distortion 
and coma effects.
U.3. Proposed Synthesis of the Fourier Series description of a 
Prescribed Radiation Pattern
Extensive work has been done, using the methods given, to 
synthesise the fundamental radiation pattern g(u) = sin au/u a < 1 
in the form
and although the coefficients An and hence the zone amplitudes can be 
derived, computation proves that the series does not eventually fit 
the function. Thus the hypothesis whereby the differentiation of the 
infinite Schlomilch series was justified is called into doubt, even 
though it proved successful ih the case of the square sector patterns. 
Empirical or other methods can, however, give a fair approximation 
and raise the possibility of using functions of this type to obtain the 
Fourier series description of a radiated pattern.
Then supposing the form of g(u) given in 4.42 above to have been
obtained by such a method, the coefficients An will be dependent on
the scale factor a, that is A 5 A (a).n n
Taking the Hilbert transform of U.42 (Appendix A)
N nA
g(u) = sin au/u - £ jj-2 " V T *
n=l
(cos au - l)/u =
n=i
4*43*
The associated function of a general pattern g(u) can he described 
by a Fourier series
ug(u) = F(u) = p + I  pmcos ( ~ )  + y i n  (22i)
m=l 1 1
where ± u «* ± ttD/X is the period.
Then using 4.42 and 4.43
NI  Mi nA (m)1 + - 7 -  h i<T>
, N nA (m)
+ 4  I + - * ! < ¥ >n=l
Reversing the order of the summations in this equation
CO CO
F(u) + + (m) J-(-tkt)0 « *•_ N Ln m n  1 Nm=l n=l m=l
00 00
+ I w  I p A  (m)H- (-rr)4 N **, ^m n 1 N n=l m=l
4.44.
4.45.
4.46.
Since both the amplitude and phase of each zone are now involved, two 
conditions are required for finiteness and continuity of the origin.
The zone amplitudes and phase values are now derived from
00
a cos y - a cos y = I & A (m)n 'n n+1 'n+1 A  i nm=l
and
00
a sin y - a ,,sin y = 5* P  A (m) 4.48.n 'n n+1 Tn+1 ^m n'm=l
± Yn being the differential phase between semi-circular halves of the 
zone as has been shown to give rise to the Struve function terms of 
the series.
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ADDENDUM
The Radiation Patterns from Elliptical Apertures
A major variation of the large circular paraboloid is required 
for radiation patterns of unequal half-power widths in the main cross 
sections of the radiated beam. This commonly results in antennas whose 
aperture shape is close to an ellipse. All of the previous analysis 
pertaining to circular distributions can be made directly applicable 
to elliptical distributions by the use of a projection transformation 
which converts the ellipse into a circle.
The Scalar Integral
The co-ordinate system describing the transformation is illustrated
in Add. 1. The elliptical aperture is taken to lie in the x, y
plane with the z axis normal at its centre. The major axis a lies
along the x axis and hence the minor axis is a cos a, where a is the
angle between the plane containing the circular projection of the
ellipse and the x, y plane. In the plane containing the circle the
co-ordinates are (r, <{>1) and the field point (at infinity) has angular
co-ordinates (6, <J>) with respect to the z axis. A wave with wave
vector k = (k , k , k ) in these co-ordinates has x y7 z
k = k sin 0 cos d> 
x
k = k sin G sin d>
y
k = k cos 0 , k = 2tt/X ,z
and in the plane of the ellipse x = ar cos
y = ar cos a sin dj Add.l.
(0 < r < 1)
'TICAL
J U R E
rdrd«S, cos oc
CIRCULAR
APERTURE
ADDENDUM F IG .1 .
ELL IPT IC A L APERTURE AS 
PROTECTION OF CIRCULAR APERTURE.
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The incremental area shown in the aperture plane is by projection 
<3A * a2cos a r dr , The scalar Kirchhoff integral for the aperture 
is
g(e, 4>) = | | f(x, y) e“^ k** + V r) aA
The aperture distribution f(x9 y) from the transformation relations 
becomes F(r9 <}>1) and thus
g(9, <J>) = a2cos a I F(r, $ ) expj- jkar sin 0(cos $ cos <J>
Jo 'o 1
+ sin <}> sin <$>l cos a| rdrdc^ Add.2.
Putting u - ka sin 0 /cos2<$> + cos2a sin2<{> - ka sin 0 A-sin2ot sin2<{>
Add.3.
and
<j>f - tan"1 (cos a tan <ft) we find Add.l|.
;2ir
g(09 <j>) = a2cos a , x -jur cos (A*- A )F(r9 4?x) e ° Y Y1 rdrd^ j.
to which form all the foregoing circular aperture theory can be applied.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The description of the far field radiation pattern of the 
circular aperture distribution by a finite Neumann series has led 
to a duality, whereby the aperture distribution is given by a series 
of circle polynomials with the same coefficients (apart from changes 
of sign). Thus any method which can be used to obtain the Neumann 
series description of a given pattern function, immediately gives 
the required radial amplitude distribution. This has been demonstrated 
for known pattern transform pairs even, in some cases, with step 
discontinuities in the amplitude distributions.
The use of the circle polynomials for pattern analysis is 
amply demonstrated for problems of a practical nature.
It is well known that considerable amplitude distortion over the 
uniformly phased aperture can be permitted without greatly affecting 
the radiated pattern. The effect of this on the mathematical treatment 
of the synthesis problem is shown in the two synthesis procedures 
which apply to the Neumann series description of given functions.
The first can only be applied to a limited range of functions which 
satisfy an involved integral relation. No general functions are as yet 
known and it seems probable that the criteria for applicability and 
the physical realizability of the patterns concerned are intimately 
connected. The second method is more general and a wider range of 
pattern shapes can be described in series form, but the circle 
polynomial series for the amplitude distributions only converges 
for those cases again which are possible in practice. Further 
investigation of this problem, such as Cesaro summation, has not as
- 128 -
yet proved to be successful.
The effects of certain phase patterns over the aperture on the 
foregoing has shown the means whereby pattern shift or asymmetry can 
be achieved again subject to the same limitations. The method of 
circle polynomial expansion allows these phase effects to be readily 
assessed, but do not give a satisfactory method where they can be 
utilised in the synthesis of a non-symmetric pattern shape.
It having been shown empirically that shaped patterns can more 
readily be obtained from radial amplitude distributions with step 
discontinuities, the final part of the study develop the theory of 
the zoned circular aperture.
Patterns can be obtained by a variety of series descriptions 
the coefficients of which relate directly to the zone amplitudes.
These include the Fourier-Bessel,Dini and Schlomilch series. Of 
these the Schlomilch, for which the zones are all of the same width, 
has the greater* versatility in having an asymmetric part, the Hilbert 
transform, which can be used by superposition to create non-symmetric 
patterns.
Again a convergence problem exists when the attempt is made to 
derive fundamental patterns such as could be used in a Fourier series 
description of the far-field pattern, even where the method used has 
previously been successful with other pattern shapes.
The full theory of the Schlomilch series has not yet been fully 
exploited. Use is made of the available expressions in known references 
but these themselves state that no physical applications have been
- 129
envisaged for this series, and the research has not been reported 
in full. It remains possible therefore that reference to its 
fundamental studies of Nielsen and others (referred to in Watson loc. 
cit.) could produce methods that would make the series more tractable 
and thus available to the antenna designers.
On the practical side a design is illustrated which could 
make immediate use of the theory outlined and would be adaptable 
to the final generalized Schlomilch solution of the Fourier series 
description of any pattern, should that become available.
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APPENDIX A
A.l. The Scalar Diffraction Integral
For the circular aperture, the far-field scalar diffraction 
pattern, derived from the integration over the aperture of the retarded 
vector potential, can he expressed as, [Silver 19^93»
where with the notation of figure A.I. 
u = irD sin 0/A
D is the diameter of the aperture
A is the wavelength of the radiation
r,(f>* are normalized polar co-ordinates in the aperture with 
respect to the centre
6,<f> are polar co-ordinates of the field point at infinity with 
respect to an axis perpendicular to the plane of the 
aperture through its centre.
and multiplicative constants have heen omitted. Then fCr,^1) is the 
complex scalar field distribution in the apei^ture and can be taken to be 
a component of either of the electromagnetic field vectors.
Symmetiy conditions may be applied to f(r,$’) in A.l to reduce 
the integral to an integral transform. Thus if f(r,<t>*) is circularly
symmetrical A.l is independent of <J>* and and becomes the finite Hankel
transform
rdrd<|> A.l
A.2
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If f(r,<*>*) is antisymmetrical with respect to the diameter 
<f>’ = 0 (f>! = 7r , that is
f(r) 0 < <j>* < tt
-f(r) 7r < 4>* < 2ir
then in the plane at right angles <J>* = -• A.l becomes the finite Lommel 
transform
s(u5 ‘ Lf(r)£2Q(ur)rdr A.3.
If f(r,<f>*) has a modal phase variation of the mth order
then A.l reduces to the higher order Hankel transform
f(r)Jm(ur)rdr A.1+.
If fCr,^*) has cyclic phase variation of the kind given by
f(r,*>) = f(r)e-ja sin ♦'
A.l reduces to
g(u, ± |-)= [ f(r)JQ(± ur - a)rdr 
* n
A.5.
These are the major forms of phase variation considered in this study 
for either the continuous distribution over the entire aperture or in 
the individual zones of a zoned aperturet
FIELD POINT 
^ T T N F IN IT Y .
ANTENNA APERTURE
 RiG. A.1........................
CIRCULAR APERTURE 
COORDINATE SYSTEM.
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A»2. Notation and Symbols Used 
A* 2.1. Functions
J^(z) Bessel function of order v
H (z) Struve function of order v
v
0 z) Anger-Weber finction of order v
$v(z) Modified Anger-Weber function
A (z) Lambda functionv
R^ (r) Circle Polynomial of Zernike
Pn(z) Legendre Polynomial
p^(a,3)^z  ^ Jacobi Polynomial
g(u) Radiation Pattern in far field
f(r) Radial Amplitude distribution in aperture
F(u) = ug(u) Associated Pattern functions 
*(v)
_ ^2s+l^U^
) a0  -------  Neumann SeriesL 2s+l u
® a J.(nx) + b H.(nx)
_ + 2 T -------------------Generalized Schlomilch Series2 f*, nx
0 d
n=l
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A.2.2. Physical Parameters
Constant amplitude of nth zone in zoned aperture 
an Phase parameter type A.5 in nth zone
Yn Anti-phase parameter of nth zone
b Amplitude in anti-phased nth zone
y (sect.2.1*) Semi-angle of cone
af (sect.2.2) Axicon cone angle
i , i„ (sect.2.1*) Incidence angles
p £>
D Diameter of aperture
D (sect.2.1) Diameter of central shadow
e (sect.2.1*) Dielectric constant of material
p (sect.2.2) Refractive index
N (sect.l*) No.of zones in zoned aperture
(sect.3) Max. No. of terms of finite series as appropriate
X Wavelength of radiation considered
$ (sect.2.1*.l)
a (sect.2.U.l)
^  Transformed polar angle for elliptical aperture
ip (sect.2.U) Tilt angle of antenna
Phase delay
A.2.3. Symbols
a2s+l
2s+l
iS
Coefficients in Bessel function series 
Coefficients in Struve function series
a2s+l= a2s+l
*B,n ; Ps,n ; <1S>n> ^vs2n+l
Moment integrals of circle polynomials
(see Appendix B)
a Scale parameter for J (u)/u andn
sin u/u functions.
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A. 3. Formulae, Integrals and Transforms
A.3.1. Formulae
i)
- (-l)m(| z)n+2m
“ 4 ml(n+m)f m=o
2) Jn-l(z) + Jn+l(z) = 2n/z Jn(z)
3) Jn-l(z) - Jn+l(z) " 2 Jn ’(z)
It)
1
J (z) * tt" cos(n0-z sin 0)d0
n 2* J0
5) j (y + z) = I y y > - W z)
m=
f 00
6) cos(z sin 0) = JQ(z) + 2  £ J2n
sin(z sin 0) « 2 I J2n+1(z)sin(2n+l)G
n=l
cos(z cos 0) « J (z) + 2 j (-l)nJp^(z)cos 2n0 
0 n=l
cos(z sin 0) = 2 I  (-l)nJ2n+1(z)cos(2n+l)6
n“l
T) si£-5. = -2. { 2 2 j  ( z )  -  U2J, (z) + 62J (z)
cos z * % {l2J.(z) - 32J,(z) + 52J,-(z) ..... }
Z  1 a o
8)
9)
1 « J0(z) + 2  I  J2n(z)
HFl
Watson p.3^
.m _ i  (zn+2n)(m+n-l) 1 T 
5 " 2 51------  m+2nn=o
„ » (-l)E(X2-l)m(| z)m 
J (Xz) = Xv I  ----  2
u f o
m! J (z) Watson p.1^2 v+m
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10) limit J (?) - exptv + v log(s z) - (v + s)log }
v ' / s
v large Watson p.225
11)
12)
13)
lh ) a) 
t)
c)
d)
15)
E (z) = - ft (z) = —
V  V  TT
sin(v0 - z sin 0)d0
° 2 s + l ^  * W z) + ir(2s+l)
0 1( z ) = H 1(z) ; O0(z) = Hq(z )
2(2n+l)
*2n+2(z) + *2n(z) “ z *2n+l(z) = °
°2n+l^Z  ^" + *2n 1^  ®  7 ^ ----! z 2n -l _ l)ir
*2n+2(z) ~* 2 n (z) + 2 **2n+l(z) = 0
-U
° 2 n + l ^  " ^2n-l^Z  ^+ 20 * T$nk - ljir
0 (z) = -  I ---— 2S— — Jp .
n  * B«o (28+1)2 _ n 2 2S + 1
(z) n even
- i j . W  + In 0 L
2n
s=l ils2 - n2 J2s<z)
n odd
16) ftQ(z) + 20^(z) + 2ft^ (z) + •••• = 0
ftQ(z) - 2^2(z ) + 2ftJ+(z) - .... = sin z
17)
2[ft_(z) - ^ (z) + ft (z) - ...] » - cos z
1 3  5
n! * r(n+l) = v^ irn (S.)n(l + ri- + — -—  + ...) Stirling’s 
n large n 288n2 Formula.
18) Jn2(z) = I
- (-l)m(2n+2m)!(£ z)2n+2ln
msso m!(2n+m)! [(n+m)!]2
Watson p.32
19) I (-1)“ J0(na) = 0 
m=l
Watson p.63^
2n+a+$
n
p(v,°) (^2r2) = Abramowitz and Stegun p.TT9
vn - g
CO
21) (1 az)y~v Jv(az) = f r ^ + jy  I  F1(-n,ii+n;v+l;a2)(p+2n)
n=o
Tfy+n) J^+2n(z)/n! (Erdelyi, Higher Transcendental
Functions Vol.2 p ,6h)
A.3.2. Integrals
J.(t)
1)
2)
o v
dt = r(l p )
o tv-|i+1 2v-’J+1r(v+i- I p)
0 < p < V + 2 
Watson p.39*
» J (t)J (t)
U v
n
dt = r(w+v)r(l)
2tJ+vr(p+v+ |)r(v+ |)r(p+ |)
, p + V >
Watson p.396
3) ( J (at)J (bt) ^  = S SisJliyiiZL Watson p.UOl*
Jn » v  *  *  v 2-  p2
k)
I
00 J (at)sin bt _ ,
. ,**  , (jt » sin(n sin”1-')
t n s*
o
b < a
n > - i
ansin j nu 
n{b+/b2- a5}n
b > a
5)
6 )
•» J (at) cos bt . ,
—£— at = —  cos(n sin"* — ) 
0 t n n i a cos 4 ntr
- J2m+l(t) J2n+l(t)
n{b+ /b2- a2)n
dt = 0
_ 1
4n+2
b < a
b > a
Watson p
m £ n 
m = n
0
.405
Watson p.533
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7) f x J (X x)J (X x)dx = 0  m ^ n
J0 vv m v n 2
= i Jv+1(Xin) m = n
where X are zero of J (x) Watson p.576
n v
8) J _(ax)J (bx)dx = 0 0 < b < a
o V~1 v v-1
a > 0 v > -1 = a < b < «
bv
9) p F v(az)Jv(b*> f  ■= £ ;  (|)V 0 < b - a
° „ 1 /a»v a < b < “
a > 0 v > 0 = 2v
10) r  V l = - g y  0 < b < a
a > 0 v > - ' | '  = 0 a < b < “
8, 9S and 10 ref. Erdelyi p.U7
11)'* j] r2”'1 R»s (r)dr = 2T (^ ^ j v.sy V > °
Erdelyi p.278
12) f  R|s (r)dr = (-l)S a > 0
Jo /a2-r2 2s 2Si
Erdelyi p.278
' Equation 11 is as given in the reference. This has been found 
incorrect and the R.H.S. should read
[r(u)3
2r(u+s)r(u-s+i)
A. 3 
A.3
1)
2)
3)
b)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
1 2 )
,3* Transforms
,3.1* Finite Hankel Transforms ref .p. [Erdelyi et al]
f(r) J0 f(r)j^(ur)rdr u > 0
f, * _ V i (u) _ n
( 1 . r )P  - J Z  - f e r  v - 0
(1 - r2)‘s S i p  v = o p.7.
r"1 JQ(u) + ^  [J1(u )Hq (u ) - JqCu JHjCu )]
v = 0 p.7.
Pn(l-2r2) = (-1)“ E|n (r) J2n+i(u)/u v = 0 P-13-
r-1 [l - JQ(u)]/u v = 1 p.18.
1 1 - cos u - _av = 1 p.lo.
r/l-r2
vr
u
Jv+1 p*22
I  u)]2 p.2U.
r/I--r2 2 sv
I J|(v+n)(f ) ^ ( v - n ) ^  p,k2‘
T (r) n
p(v,o)d_  2il} Jv+2n+l(au)/u p-UT*
*•a a'
Integral limits [0,a] v > -n-1 
Hq(u )/u  ^ p.72,
/r(l-r2)
2 cos~*r - 2r /l-r2 [JjCi u)/u]2 Papoulis p.1^5
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A.3.3.2. Finite Lommel Transforms
f(r)
1) rv
2) r- V
3) (1 - r2)p
n
f(r)H (ur)rdr 
0 v
Hv+l(u)/u
uv-1
2V-X fit r(v+|)
- Hv_1(u)/u
2pp! Hp+1(u)/uP+1
Erdelyi p.158.
Erdelyi p.158.
A.3*3.3* Hilbert Transforms
f(x)
1) f(x)
2) g(x)
3) x f(x)
JoamCf(x) x - y dx
y real and integral is the CanehyC&. tAcK^ t
Principal value.
ref. Erdelyi
g(y)
- f(y)
y g(y) + f(x)dx
p.243. 
p.243. 
p.243.
4) f*(x)
5) eiax
6) sin ax
7) sin(ax)/x
8) x“vJ (a|x|)
g’ (y)
lelay a > 0
cos ay a > 0
p.243.
p.251.
p.252.
[cos(ay) - l]/y a > 0 p.252.
sgn y|yrVHv(a|y|) a > 0 p.255*
v > - 3
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APPENDIX B
Properties of the Circle Polynomials
The circle polynomials of Zernike as applied to diffraction 
problems in optics are the polynomials
(n-m)/2 
k=0
n-2k
Rm (r) = ' 5"' (-l)k  (n~k)!____" n^+m-2k  ^^ ^ n-m-2k^, k! B.l.
[Chako 1959 and references therein]. 
Other descriptions include
n-m even > 0
T>n -mR =rn .
,(n-m)/2
/n~m+2x .( onn-m 
r(— — ) d(r^)-7>-
+-S|E (r2_ -^(n-nO/S
and more particularly
B.2
rm+n'
Rm _ / 1x(n-m)/2 
n
2 r2 F 
2 1
m+n+2 -n-m ., ? 2 , 2 ; m+1; r *■
A table of polynomials up to n « 10 is given in table B.l.
The orthogonal property over a unit circle holds with weight function 
equal to the variable, that is
Di / % „m / % , _ 6m.n 
n <r) Ep (r)rdr = 2 ^ 2 B.3.
with m - 0
R°n M  = Pn(2r2-1) B.!(.
with ^ n(x) the Legendre function of the first kind.
Comparison of B.2 with the Jacobi polynomials
p(a,e) w 2n+a+&
n MV. -n, -n-cc; -2n-a-$;
shows that
R* (r) = P^m ’0) (l-2r2)n n-m
2
which reduces to B.U when m = 0 and n even. 
Recurrence Relations
The recurrence relations given in Chako are
Ll~x B.5
r,m t \ _ n+m+2 „m+l , \ . n-m „m+l , \ 
r  n (r) = 2UZTT n+1 (r) + l U t t  Rn-1 (r)
(n~m+2)/2 ?
Rn ^  = jJ q Rn-2k
where
1
sk+1
m+n-2k+2 r n-m+2}
.. 2. 2 1
' r|n-m-2n+2 i ir n+m+2 
1 2
B.6.
B.T.
s
n+m when k = 0
-~R° (r) = 2nR* . (r) + 2(n-2)Rv 0 (r) + ... + RJ (r) B.8.
dr n n-1 n-3 1
Other recurrence relations arise from the recurrence relations for 
Legendre polynomials e.g. Pn(x) using B.U and Jacobi polynomials
B.5. [Abramowitz and Stegun 1965]
e.g. pn-1(x) + (n+l)pn+i^x  ^® 2(n+l)x Pn(x)
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Myrick [ffyrick 1966] in a generalization of the circle polynomials 
deduces the recurrence relations
(2n+U) (n+m) (n-m)R® 9 (r) n-2
+ {(n-m+2)2* 2n + (n+m)2(2n+*0
- (2n+U)(2n+2)2n r2} R® (r)
+ (n-m+2)(n+m+2)*2n (r) = 0 B,9»
and
(n-m+2)(n+m) R^ "*^
- {(n+m)2 + (n-m)2 ( 2.'>v>-'*z3r)
\Tsy~ — }
- 2m(2m-2)r“2} R (r) n
+ (n+m+2) (n-m) R®*^ = 0 B.10,
Although B.9 is given incorrectly. He also finds in addition to 
Bi6 the relation
(n-n)r R®*^ (r) + (n-m+2)r R®*^ (r)
+ t2m - (2n + 2)r2] R® (r) = 0 B.ll.
Integral Relations
Chako gives the results, used throughout this study
( V  (r)Jffi(ur)rdr * {-l)(n-m)/2 B#12.
Jn+1 (ra)Jm(u)a“ = <-l)(n'2)/2 M  r < X B.13.
° = 0  r > 1 .
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Erdelyi p.k'l No. 5 gives the (inverse) transform
^  y V v- M v»0)(l- ^ ) J  (xy)dy * B.l*.
0 n a2 ax
which can he used in conjunction with the definition of R® (r) in B.5* 
Table of Coefficients
In using the circle polynomial method the integrals
L' f(r) R” (r)rdr 0 n
arise, and for analysis purposes f(r) of the form
f(r) « a + b(l-r2) + c(l-r2)2
can be used to illustrate many practical aperture illumination 
functions. The integrals are then summs of the integrals
p = 2(s+l) R (r)rdr
s,m * 0
f 1 m  :in s
= 2(s+l) | R® (r)r3dr
and
s,m ' ) Q si:
t = 2(s+l) s,m Rm (r)r5dr . 0 3
These coefficients are given in table form in table B.2 for even 
values of m and a shorter table for odd m in table B.3.
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TABLE B.l
Zernike Polynomials Rnm(r)
[Rn (r) = 0 if n - m is not an even integer7]
R0° = 1 R?1 = 35r7 - 60r5 + 30r3 - hr
R73 = 21r7 - 30r5 + 10r3 
R^1 = r R75 - 7**7 -■ 6r5
R2° = 2 r2 - 1
R?7 51 r7
R22 * r z R8° = 70r8 - lkOrB + 90r 1* - 20r2 + 1
R82 - 56r8 - 105r8 + 60r‘t - 10r2 
R 31 = 3r 3 - 2r RQk = 28ra-l*2r6 + 15rk
R 33 = r3 Rg5 = 8r8 - 7r6
R88 = r8
R 0 a 6r*» - 6r2 + 14
Rij2 - hr1* - 3r2 Rg1 = 126r9 -280r7 + 210r5 - 60r3 + 5r
R ^  = r k R 33 = 8*tr9 -l68r7 +105r5 - 20r3
Rq5 = 36r9 - 56r7 + 21r5 y
Rg1 = 10r5 - 12r3 + 3r Rg7 = 9r9 - 8r7
R 3 = 5r5 - ^r3 R 9 = r95 9
Rg5 = r5
R10° a 252r10 - 630r8 + 560r6-210rlf + 30r2 -1 
R6° « 20r6 - 30rk + 12r2 - 1 R102 = 210r10 - 50Ur8 + l*20r6 - lhOrk + 15r2
Rg2 * 15r6 - 20ru + 6r2 R104 = 120r10 - 252r8 + l68r6 - 35r**
Rg^ = 6r6 - 5rh R106 a l*5r10 _ T2r8 + 28r6
Rg6 a r6 r iq8 - 1Or10 . 9r8
D 1 0 = r 10 
10 r
TABLE B.2
F.,„- 2<-«> 1‘ ■{ (')■* ■ S S f -
20
11
20
-36 -20
21
11
-80 100
11
1020
1E0
1
A = 2(s+l)
10
•20
1155 3003105
-100
21 231 3003
2020
100 
£29
11
-100
11
-11
"iff
20
11
f(r) = X
t = 2(s+l) R„(r)rsdr
s,m !■
B.2 cont.
. s 
m ' 0 1 2 ! 3
: k 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1
3
1
2
l
S 0 0
0
1 k
7
8
21 77
-16
3003
U
300:
2 3¥
l
¥ 0 , o 0
3 8
9
k
33
-16
1287
k
1287
k i 0 o 0
5
12
11
-16
1^3
k
1U3
6 75
-3
i¥
11
168
7
16
13
-U
13
8 9
7
-11
28
9
U
3
10
11
8
TABLE B.3
tv,2n+l= 2(v+l) R 2n+l(r)rdr
X
: 1 1 3 5 7
0 k
3
-8
15
12
35
-16
:~53
1 8
, ,5,
-36
3?
16
21
2 127
-80
~&3
3
16
9
.1
f(r) * 1-r2 t, = 2(v+l) (l-r2) R 2n+1(r)rar
■  —   v32n+l Jn v
\nr.N 1 3 5 7 |
0 8
15
M
21
32
105
-92$
3b6%
1
16
35
88
105
160 j 
231 t
2 821
-5kH
893j
3 32 ] 
— 22—
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APPENDIX C
The Modified Anger-Weber Function
The Anger-Weber function E^(z) is given in Watson p.308 as
i f 1E (z) = —  sin(v0 - z sin 0)d0
v  * Jn
and in subsequent pages its relationship to the Bessel and Struve
functions are given,and in Jahuke and Emde[Jahuke and Emde 19^53 as
the ft (z) function, where v *
ft (z) - - E (z)
V V
The integral relationships analogous to these of the Bessel functions 
of interest here are the Lommel transform of the function f(r) defined 
in Appendix A and the relations [Combleet 1963]
" V l (.u ) , 2 00E?f -
u I I T U C.l.
| E®(r)f!0(ur)rdr = (-l)n^ W u> . 2u + (n+l)iru n even 
C.2.
We define from C.2 the modified Anger-Weber function
°2n+l*U* “ °2n+l*u* + (2nTl)ir C.3.
and in general
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giving for v = 2n $2 n ^  = fl2 n ^  = ~ E2 n ^
From the series for E^(x) given in Watson we obtain
®2n+l(u) = (2n+l)ir
I T U
22-(2n+l)2 [U2-(2n+l)2][22-(2n+l)2]
• • • •
(-1) Im=l r(m-n+ r (m+n+ B.5.
Moss [Moss 196U] derives C.l in the form
f1 Rm (rjn (ur)fdr = (-l)^n-m^ 2Jn n m
n ... (u) - £2 ^(0) n+1 n+1
u C.6.
and shows that the ft functions are the Hilbert transforms of then
Bessel functions J . From equation 35 in Moss we obtain n
= I  I
2(2n+l)
2n v m=o (2m+l)2- (2n)2 2m*1
C.T.
and
*2n+l(x) - jdiK t1 - J0<x3 + 7 j, J2m(x)ill-1
C.8.
Differential Equation and Recurrence Relations
Differential equations and Kcurrence relations for the functions 
can be obtained directly from those given for the E^(z) functions in 
Watson provided distinction is made between the odd and even functions
thus
u2 -----(2n+l)2 + u2
du2
- / \ « 2u2
2n+l ** (2n+l)ir
but
C.9.
,2
du2
u*-------(2n)2 + u2 *2n(u)
2u
IT
C.10.
The full relationships are
a) ®2n+2(u) + Vu) " ®2n+l(u) = 0
b) ®2n+l(u) - ¥  42n(u) + $2n-X(u) = 7 7 4 “(Un - l)ir
c) *2nf2(u) - 02n(u) + 2$'2n+1(u) = 0
d) «2n+1(u) - ^ ( u )  + 2®*2n(u) =
e) ^'2n+l(u) + (2n+l)52n+l(,l) = 'S 2nM
t ) u5'2n(u) + 2n®2n(u) = u S ^ u )  .
s) u0,2n+l(u) ' (2n+l)4c„*i(u) =2n+l 2n+2
pii
h) u®'2n(u) - 2n®2n(u) - t f g ^ u )  ♦ C.ll.
It can be seen that every even equation has a different form from its 
associated odd one. The simple transformation n + n ± 1 cannot be used 
with these functions to deduce results of different orders. The set is
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complete and self consistent, but proofs by induction along the lines 
of Watson para.10.81 for Bessel functions cannot be performed.
Relationships with Other Functions
Since E (z) - H (z) where H (z) is a Struve function we have 
0 0 0
®QW  ® ftQ(z) = - Hq(z) C.12.
also
E,(z) = 2 - H.(z) C.13#I 7T 1
hence
$x(z) « - H2(z )
Since the recurrence relations for the Struve functions differ from 
those of the 0^ functions this similarity does not extend further. It 
does however allow the zero and first orders of Lommel transforms to 
be put into the alternative forms
[ f(r)H (ur)rdr and [ f(r)H.(ur)rdr C.lU.
' o '
and other properties of the zero and first order Struve functions 
may be applied.
With these descriptions the Lommel transforms of zero and first 
order, several functions and transforms are tabulated in Erdelyi Vol.2 
Chap.XI f,H. Transforms”.
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Table of $2n+l^x^ x
Table of values of $ 2 n + l ^  for n = °* 2 an(^  3
x x = 0(1) 30
are given in table C.l.
Tables of the incomplete Anger-Weber function are given in 
Brauer and Brauer [Brauer P. and Brauer E. 19^1] and of the Anger-Weber 
functions in Bernard and Ishimaru 1962.
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TABLE C .l
k* RTi Ifc. cj :’<5" «4i frj! 0:.j fiH—. JRilKn- m fe rri; Lt— ri!r ir.
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APPENDIX D
. Jl<¥> J3<f>
Tables of function------■ and------- foru u
= 0.25s 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 
u *= 0 (1) 30
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